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PRICES CURRENT
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Pharmaceutical Preparations,
MANUFACTURE BY

W. J. EITeuLL & .
Wholesale and Retail Chemists and Druggists,

No, 138 TONGE STRET, Opposite Temperanoe Streot,

And Corner Church and Queen Streets, - - TORONTO, Ont,
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

AWARDED THE HIGREST MEDAL at VIENNA.

E.8 H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 Broadway, New York,

(Opp. Metropotan Rotel)

Manufacturers, Itnporters &L ]Dealers in

CEHOmOB & FrAxES,
STEREOSCOPES AND VIEWS,

Albums, Graphoscopes, and Suitable Views.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALSI
We are Headquarters for everything in the way of

Stereopticons an -Magio Lantern,
Being Manufacturers of the

MICRO-SCIENTIFIC LANTERN,
STEREO-PANOPTICON,

UNIVERSITY STEREOPTICON,
ADVERTISER'S STEREOPTICON.

ARTOPTICON,
SCHOOL LANTERN, FAMILY LANTERN,

PEOPLE'S LANTERN.
Each style being the best of it class in the market.

Catalogues of Lanterns and slides, with directions for using,
sent on application.

Any enterprising man can make money with a Magie Lantern.
£EI Cut out this advertisement for reference. f

OUTLER'S
POOKET INHATFR

Carbolate of lodine Inhalants.
A Remedy for all NASAL, THROAT and LUNG

Disases, affording relief in someecases in a few
minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new
principle, and is well adapted to the treatment of all
those diseases of the air passages requiring efficient
inhalation. It is endorsed. by many leading practi-
tioners, and commends itself to all desirmng an
ap atus.

r George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and
Pharmacy in the University of Buffalo, in a ctrefully
onsidered report upon its merits, concludes in these
words:-

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me to ac-
complish its purposes, by novel, yet by the most
simple and effectual means; to be philosophical in
conception, and well carried out in the execution."

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling,
besides being as safe and efficient in the hands of the
novice as the adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may
be carried about the person as handily as a pencil
case, and used regardless of time or place. Patented
in the United States, England, and Canada. Over
50,000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use.
Neatly put up and sent by mail free, on receipt of
price. Extra bottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal dis-
count to the trade. Kept by all druggists. Send
your address and receive our descriptive circular,
pont-paid. W. H. SMITH & Co.,

m and 406 Miehigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Samples to Physiciafle free by mail on receipt of $1.

"Horeb" Minera & Modicinal Oprings,
OP WAIKESKA, W80OlNSIN.

THOMAS SPENCE, - MANAGER.

ANALYSIS BY PROF. GUSTAVUS BODE, OF MLWAUKEE.
A gallon, U. S. wine measure, contains:

Total quantity of soluble salts, 20.002 grains, consisting of
Chloride of Sodium .............................. 0-179 grains.
Sulphate of Soda ................ 1213 "l
Bicarbonate of Lime ............. . . .0 "
Bicarbonate of Magnesia.................... 6·875 "
Aluminium ............................. 0'225
Silica. ................................. O723
Iron.............................................. a trace.

Toronto General Hospital, Nov. 4, 1875.
THOS. SPENCE, Esq., Manager "Horeb" Mineral Springs:

SiR,-I hereby certify that James Binnie was a patient in this
institution in the months of Februaty and March, In the year
1873. He was suffering from Diabetes of a most aggravated form,and was removed from here by his friends, as we and they sup-
posed to die lu a few days. To our surprise, in about four weeks
afterwards, he was able to walk here to see some of the patients.
I have no doubt but that your mineral water was the means of
curing him. Yours truly,

J. H. McCOLLUM, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.

Agent for Toronto-W. J. MITCHELL & CO., 133 Yonge St.,
and corner of Church and Queen Streets.

IMPORTANT

TO MOTHERS!
Nurses and Invalids,

and persons of impaired digestion. Dr. Rldge's Fed Is
very agreeable, and, from the nature of its composition,
exactly adapted to all conditions of the stomach. Sold by
Druggists everywhere.

Orders for Ridge's Food should be'forwarded to

Messrs. WOOLRICH & 00.,
Palmer, Iass., . 8. A.

Or to the
HOME HOUSE, Bradsbury St.,

KINGSLAND, LONDON.

THE CENTRAL PHARMACY.

J. WRIGHT & CO
Chemi.t and anug.t.,

Car. of Queen and Elisabeth Streets, Teremte,
Have on hand the following new remedies, which will be sent
to any address in al quantities:-
CINCHO-QUININE, MONO-BROMIDE CAMPHOR

GUARANA, JABORANDI,
CROTON-CHLORAL HYDRATE, SALICYLIC AC

- c., &c., &c.

Special attention given to Physicians' Prescriptions for Office
use, such as ELIXIRS, FLUID EXTRACTS, PILLS,

SYRUPS, &c.

J. R. LEE,

CHEMIST AND DRUGCISTs
339 KING STREET,

East of Parliament Street.

BRANCH STORE :

Corer of Qum and Ontario Streeta.

i Prescriptions carefullv disfensed. .4W
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WX. T. AIluNS, M.D., Surgeon to the Toronto General
Hospital and te the Central Prison, Consulting Surgeon te
the Children's Hopital, Lecturer on Principles and Practice
of Surgry.-78 Queen Street West.

H. H. WRIGHT, KD L. C. P. & S. U. C., Physican to
Tortont Genoral Hoital, Lecturer on Principles and Prac-
tice of Medicine.-197 Quéen Street Esut.

J. H. RICHARDSON, K.D., M.R.C.S., Eng., Consulting Sur-
geon te the Toronto General Hospital and Surgeon to th
Toronto Jail, Lecturer ou Descriptive and Surgical Analomy.

UZZIEL O.DEN, X.D., Consulting Surgeon to the Children's
Hospital, Physfcian to the Ho:ise of Industry and Protestant
Orphans' Home, Lecturer on Midwifery and Diseuses of Wo-
men and Children.-57 Adelaide Street West.

JAMES THORBURN, .D., Edinbu h and Toronto Uni-
versities, Consulting Physician to the Toronto General Hospi-
tal and Physician to the Boys' Home, Consulting Surgeon to the
Children's Hospital, Lecturer on Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics.-Wellington and York Streets.

M. BARRETT MA., M.D., Medical fficer to Upper Canada
CoUegé, and Urr on Physiology Ontarto Collge of Veterin-
a Medicine, Lecturer on Physiology.

W. W. OGDEN, X.B., Physician to the Toronto Dispensary,-
Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology.-242
Queen Street West.
R. AI ES, B.A., M.B., M.R.C.8., Eug., Lecturer on

W.Pria Anam -Burnamntho . o th e8o
W. OLDI T ., t e Nwsboys'

Home, Curator of Museum, and Lecturer on Sanitary Science.
- 50 Duke Street.

L. X. MoFAELANE, M.D., Physician to the Toronto Dispen-
saDemonstrator of Anatorny.-7 Cruickshank Street.

G)EOJ C WEIGHlT, M.A., K.B., Physician to the Toronto
Dipens' Demonstrator of Anatomy.-150 Bay Street.

ALX. GgRàkLEES, M.B., Tutor in Chemistry.-Church
Street.

R. ZIM ERMAI, N.B., L.R.C.P., Lond., Physwian to the
Toronto Dispsary, Demonstrator of Microseopical Anatomy.
-107 Church Street.

E. WEIGHT, N.B., L.R.C.P., Lond., Physician to the
Toronto Dispensary, Physicien to the Children's Hospital, De-
monstrator of Microscopical Anatomy.-197 Queen Street
Eaut.

J. E. GRAHAX, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lond., Surgeon to the To-
ronto General Hospital, Physécian to the House of Providencs,
Lecturer on Paho .- 886 Yonge Street.

X. A. EEVE, A OphthalmicSurgeon to the Toronto
Gemel Hospital, Chidren's Hospital, and Bouse of Provi-
denmS, Lecturer on Diseuses of thé Eye ad Ear.--Corner of

abuter and Vl$oia Streets.

HENRY H. OROFT, D.C.L.. F.L.S., Professor of Chemistry
and Experimental Philèsophy, University (Jolege.

R. RA SAY WRIGHT, .A., B. Sc., &c., Professor of*
Botany, etc. , University College.

Clinical Lectures will be given at the General Hospital by Dr..
H. H. Wright, Dr. Aikins, Dr. Richardson, Dr. Thorburn, Dr.
Graham, and Dr. Reeve.

Clinical Instruction.will be given at the Toronto Dispensary by
Dr. McFarlane, Dr. George Wright, Dr. F. H. Wright, and Dr.
Zimmerman.

Janitor of School. Residence on the premises.

SUMMER SESSION.

Arrangements have been made for the establishment of a-
summer course, commencing May lst, and extending into July.

Primary and final subjects will be taken up ; particular atten-
tion being devoted to those branches which cannot be fully
treated during the winter course.
W. OLIIGHT, M.A., ].B., Lecturer on Suical Anatomy,

Orthopædic Surgery, with Practical Instruction in the ap-
plication of Splints, Band es, and Surgical Apparatus gen-
erally ; rations on theladaver.

L. -. kFARLAEE, N.B., Lecturer on Midwifery and Dis-
euses of Women.

GEORGE WRIGHT, K.A., M.B., Lecturer on Diseases of
Children.

ALEX. GREENLEE, M.B., Lecturer on Therapeutes and
Pharmacolog.

R. ZIM NERA .B.. L.R.C.P., London, Lecturer on
Diseases 0f the 8kn.

P. H. WRIGHT, M.B., L.R.C.P., London, Lecturer on Dis-
euses of the Heurt and Lungs, Stomach and Kidneys, with
Practical Instruction in Auscultation and Percussion.

J. E. GRA A X.D., L.R.C.P., London, Clinical Lecturer
at the Hou .

e. A. REM, M.A., X.D., Lecturer on Diseases of the Eye
and Bar.

Examinations in Anatomy will be given by each of the Lecturers.
Clinical Instruction at the Toronto General Hospital by Dr. H.

H. Wright, Dr. Aikins, Dr. Richardson, Dr. Thorburn, Dr.
Graham, and Dr. Reeve.

Clinical Instruction at the Toronto Dispensy b> Dr. McFar-
lane, Dr.Geore Wright., Dr. F. H. Wright, and br. Z-Mmerman-

Commu ans may be addressed to
W. T. AIKIN8', M.D., President,

or 78 Qumei St. Wem
H. *H. WRIGHT, M.D., Secretary ,

197 Queen St. Esut.

Opposite the Toronto General Hospital.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Tht New ,York Modilos Journl
JAMES B. HUNTER, M.D., EDITOR.

Publishecd Monthly. Volumes begin in January and July.

" Among the numerous records of medicine and the collateral sciences published in America, the above
Journal occupies a high position, and deservedly so."--The Lancet (London).

" One of the best journals, by-the-by, published on the American continent."-London Medical Times
and Gazette.

" A very high-class journal."-London Medical Mirror.
" The editor and the contributors rank among our most distinguished medical men, and each nur-ber

contains matter that does honour to Anerican medical literature. "-Boston Journal of Chemistry.
"Full of valuable original papers abounding in scientific ability. "-Chicago Medical Tines.
"Taking it all through, its beauty of paper and print, its large-sized type, the high character of its

contributors, its general usefulness, we know no other periodical that we would rather present as a specimen
of American skill and intelligence than the New York M.edical Journal."-Pranklin Repository.

" The New York Medical Journal, edited by Dr. James B. Hunter, is one of the sterling periodicals of
this country. The presento editor has greatly improved the work, and evinces a marked aptitude for the
responsible duties so well discharged. The contents of this journal are always interesting and instructive ;
its original matter is often classic in value, and the selected articles are excellent exponents of the progress
and truth of medical science."-Richmond and Louisville Medical Journal.

'TBRMS-FOUR 'DOLL.A.RS PER .A"%.1TM

Postage Prepaid by the Publishers. Subscriptions received for any period.

A specimen copy will be sent on receipt of thirty-five cents.
Very favourable Club Rates made with any other journals.
Remittances, invariably in advance, should be m e to the Publishers.

D. APPLETON 8& 00., 5'40 and 55. Boeaway, N. Y.

DR. SAYRE'S APPARATUS
FOR

Anchylosis of the Knee
7oint.

JOHN REYNDERS&Co,
(Late of'Otto & Reynders)

Ne. 309 Fourth Avenue,
NEW YORK.

Manufacturers and Importers
of

Surgical&• Orthopædical

INSTRUMENTS,

Mkeletons and Anatomi-
cal Preparations.

GEORGE H. SCHAFER & 00.,

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

MÂNUMFÂCTURERS OF

TRUE PHARMACEUTICALS,

Full Strength Fluid Extracts,

The Manufacture and Importation of the latest and most im- Pepsine, Blistering Tissue, Mustard Papers, Etc.,
proved1

Orthostatical1 Applian~ces
AND

Surgica Instrumonts
A SPECIALTY.

Wff Illustrated Catalogue mailed on application.

Trocar and Canula, with Stop-cock.

PoNT Em*DI 4 IoWw.

-o-

wCatalogue and Quarterly Price List sent on.

application.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLF.l
CITY OF NEW YORK.

SiBSSIO NS OF 1875-7E.

THE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular
Winter Session, and a Summer Session.

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1875-1876 will commence on Wednesday, September
15, 1875, and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of
didactic lectures on special subjects and daily clinical lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the entire-
Faculty. Students designing to attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Pre-
liminary Term, but attendance during the latter ls not required. luring the Preliminary Term, clinical and
didactic lectures will be given in precisely the same number and order as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 29, 1875, and end about the 1se
of March, 1876.

FACULTY.
ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D.,

Emeritus Professor of Obstetries and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.

JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D.,
Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.

FORDYCE BARKER, M.D.,
Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D.,
Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and

and Clinical Medicine. Children and Clinical Midwifery.

W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LLD.
Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery, with Professor of GynScologY.

Diseases of Genito-Urinary System and
Clinical Surgery.

LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D.,
Professor of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dis-

locations, and Clinical Surgery.

ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D.,
Professor of Clinical and Operative Surgery.

EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.,
Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutice and

Clinical Medicine
AUSTIN FLINT, JR., M.D.,

Professor of Physiology and Physiological Anatèmy,
and Secretary of the Faculty.

ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D.,
Professor of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.

R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, etc.
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TREA.TMENT OF CROUPOUS PNE1U-
MONIA.

BY PROF. JUERGENSEN.

(Ziemssen's Cyclopædi«, of Medicine, Vol. 5.)

[Communicated by F. H-. WRiGIT, M.B., L.R.C.P., Lond.)

Juergensen defines croupous pneumonia, ana-

tomically considered, as an acute inflammation

of the alveoli and bronchioles, in which a

fibrinous exudation is poured ont upon the free

surface of the mucous membrane and there
coagulates.

Before entering on the question of the treat-
ment of the disease it is necessary to define
whether one regards it as a constitutional or a
local affection. The author puts the following
queries: " Do facts justify us in regarding the
anatomical changes always found in the lungs
in croupous pneumonia as the essential cause of

the other symptoms, especially the fever and
constitutional disturbance? Or, are the pul-

ýmonary lesions and the fever both due to a
comnon fundamental cause ? Is there also a

,specific morbific agent, whicli excites what we
call croupous pneumonia as a resuilt of its vari-
able action upon an organism already predis-
posed to the disease ?"

His answer is: "Croupous pneumonia is a
constitutional disease, and is not dependent on
à local cause. The pulmonary inflammation is

erely the chief symptom, and the morbid
henomena are not due to the local affection.
he hypothesis of a morbific cause is indispen-

le. - Croupous pnmumonia belongs to the
oup of infectious diseases."

In Vol. 1 of the Cyclopedia;- Liebermeister
divides infectioiS diseases into tliree groups:
1. Purely contagious ; or, those diseases the
poison of vhich is conveyed from one individual
to another by direct contact, or by mediate con-
tact as ini thé case of vaccine, which is conveyed
by means of the inistrument used by the vaccin-
ator. 2. Purely miasmatic diseases, in which
the norbid poison develops itself outside the
body, and which is not reproduced within the
body so as to'affect others secondarily, as inter-
mittent fever. 3. Miasmatic con tagious diseases
which are not"conveyed from one peison to
another by'direct contact, but by means of a
poison which originated within the body and
underwent'some change after leaving it.

The fact "that the anatomical changes in
croupous pneumonia are distinct from every
other punionary inflammation is a telling argu-
ment. Croùpous pneumonia cannot be pro-
duced by any of the usual causes of inflamma-
tion, however strong or weak their action, as

in typhoid fever there must be a special exciting
cause.

In support of his views fron a pathological
standpoint he adduces the following arguments:

1. "During the whole course of pneumonia

there is no constant relation between the local
and the febrile symptoms, nor dependence of
the one upon the other. The smallest pneu-
monic consolidations often rua their course
with the severest fever, and, on the other
hand, we find extensive inflammations with a
very moderate fever." le then points out that
days and weeks inay elapse after the temper-
ature has become normal before the local luno
trouble is entirely cleared up.
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2.' "OICo pous Pneymoiais a disease which
runs t a yical courie: N affection whih
arises fromna localjesion presents career so
definitely linited in point of time, as is'the case
with croupous pneumonia. Intermittent fever,
.the acuteexanth~ematiâ, the different varieties
of the typhoid group, in short, all -the diseases
which we regard as due to the action of a
specific morbific cause are characterized by a
regularity connected with certain days. -So
long as the morbific cause continues its.sway,
the laws established by it continue in force.
Now, besides these laws, the body is subjected
also to the laws of vitality, and the co-existence
of these destructive and conservant forces can be
clearly recognized. When the activity of, the
morbific cause subsides, it only remains for the
conservant forces to restore the normal con-
dition." Moreover, every infectious disease

maxy be divided into two periods. The first,
that during which the morbific cause dominates,
the second, that which is governed by the
strength of the patient's constitution. The
manner in which croupous pneumonia runs its
course is closely allied to. that of the acute
infectious disease.

The authorthen argues that croupous pneu-
monia,acute articular rheumatismnand epidemic
cerebro spinal meningitis, should all.be classed
under the head of malarial infections. He then
goes on to say that he is the more desirous that
croupous pneumonia should occupy its proper
position, because the moment we are convinced
that we are dealing with an acute infectious
disease-a constitutional affection with local
symptoms, and not with a local affectionwith con-
stitutional symptoms-from that moment the

indications for treatment are iradically changed.
"When ve realize that we have to combat,

net an inflammation, but rather a constitutional
disease, and one, m'oreover of cdmparatively
short daration, we readily fall into an expectant
treatment wbich bides its time, iiterferes only
when necessity requires, and does not see in the
mere name of the disease an indication for
attack. If we regard croupous pneumonia as

an acute infectious disease, the indications for
treatment are very much simplifled. Nature
cures, ad the only dut f the physician is to
maintain life until tlis cue is effected. This

is the ,pripiple ,,*hich .underli)s ithe .manage-
ment îf a d :a.e- infectionl diseases add is
applicable'le eùùcdnditonàlly .

" Canwe succeed in cutting short or aborting
a pneumonia"' ' If the diséasé be regarded as
sirnply a local inflammation, then we are justi-
fled in resorting to ,those remedies which are
known to be of service in the treatment of local
inflammations, as blood-letting, etc. The same
thing may be said in regard te all other modes
of treatment which are asserted to cut short the
disease, for if we regard a pneumonia as a con-
stitutional disease then such treatment can only
be regarded as empirical.

"If we analyze the morbid phenomena, which
are constantly present in this disease, we find
that they consist of-(l) An interference witlh
the function of the lungs; (2) Fever. Neither
of these conditions is fatal by itself. As soon
as the falling temperature announces the crisis,
the pulmonary affection becomes almost con-
pletely subordinate and insignificant, although
the functional disturbance in the lungs has, to
all appearance, undergone but little change." In
the majority of cases the increase of tempera-'
ture is of such short duration and so moderate
in amount that it is net sufficient to cause death;
rarely, the fatal result may be due solely to the
extent of the infiltration, or to the height of
the fever.

" The dangerin croupous pneumonia threatens
principally the heart of the patient. Death
results from insufliciency of the heart. 'And
now for the proof of this opinion.

1. " The exudation in pneumonia produces an
increased :resistance in the, pulmonary circula-
tion, and consequently increased effort on the
part of the right ventricle.

2. " The changes produced in and near the
lung by pneumonia diminish the total amount
of force te be furnished by this organ for the
movement of the blood.

3. " In pneumonia the surface over which
blood and air come in contact with each other
is diminished by the exudation, and this fact
necessitates increased labour on the part of the
forces which impel the bloo~d and air whenever
an abundant exchange of gases is required.

4. " The fever first brings te expression the
local disturbances produced by the pneurnenla.

5. "The fever induces increased labour on
the part of the heart, and at the sanie tiie in-
flicts a direct injury upon it."

From all:sides the threads run togetherto a
central point. It is the heart, and always the
,heart, ueon which the burden is ultiiatel
tbrown. I; is therefore .the duty of the physit
cian to enable the heart, during pnetimonia, te
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perform the additional labour made necessary rarely exceeds,,103°T., tepid baths; are admin-
by the disease. istered, for from, twenty to thirty minutes,

"This duty involves two subdivisions. between ,the hours of four and seven a.m., and
1. Prophylaxis against exhaustion of the this, especially if assisted by a dose of quinine,

heart. wîll generally suffico to keep dowrn the tempor
2. Control of already existing exhaustion. ature for a very considerable tîme. As long as

This is shown by the fact already repeatedly the low temperature lasts, the heart, se te
urged, that notwithstanding the continuance of speak, takes a rest; of course the baths may be
the local derangement, the force of the disease ropcated at any other bour in the day. The caxe-
is usually broken when the fever abates. fui oxamination of tho pulse will reacily dotect

Is it proper to bathe a patient who is ill with when the proper offect of the bath bas been
pneuinonia, te abstract heat cliroctly ~? It may attained. With young children the wet sheet
bc fwairly urged tget frnl the moment ween the may betuseep.
peripierai vessels cntract, undor the influence I extreme cases of pue.monia, whre the
of cold, the bath preluces au increased resist- tomperat ur' is muh elevated, the fe er can

ani csnsequently pan in- only be sUbcaed by the mest ebergtie use

fule exmiato of the, pulse wil redldtc

crease eof werk-fer the beart. It becwmes a of the bath. The authe r gives us hst con-
question, thorefre, w th r the overloaded vincing evidencem ay Lis own faith in its use
heart mna.y net in this way beoene completely- wben lie tells us that in the case 'f bis' own
paralyzed. The author assures us that noithar chld, wh ire the tempeytuare rose above
hie ner Lis pupils have ever met with such a 105.80, anti roturnei et' qutickly after baths
result, ailthough lie bas us d th bath beth 60.8F., e found himself conpelled te reduce
frequently an systematically, and at a very the temperature of the water te and 42o.8F.,
Iofco temperature.o He des net deny thratefatal and te continue the m fer ten minutes. es
collapse ay ceur during the bath, or that child recovred and at nte tme during te-
the bath ray be ,a direct cause of tdeath; but e mploymenfthese extrie veasuros, oXtoî±dýng
lie insists that the collapse may oe avoided by a over several das was there the slightest indica-
very simple, precautin-the administration f cation f collapse. On precaution, however,
stimulants. The cemnion objection te the use is most positively insisted on ;- atient with
fa the ath, namely, the danger cf contrating n peuimonihr must neyer e bathd without the

a cold, is s ws heo evimaginary; indeed the administration cf stimulants bofore and after-
author' uncler. unavoidable circunistances Las wards, ,aud the amount: cfstimulant must ho
allowed bis patients te bathe ,while exposedte increase when watrcf a lower teperature
afdraft cf cold air, witheut their receiving any is used, ort duration the te bath is length-
lery. r bas doe notice d that suc t sequel ened. t Stimulants oshrul o uted after the

as chronie pnumenia, pithisis, &c., wre a t bath because de, cooling procss, which des
te icour froni this cause. ilence, in case the net reach- its maximum tilavofred fifeen te

abstraction cf heat were necessîtry-, anti ne thirty minutes later, is. very apt to preduce
wver were techo Lad, io w uld nt hesitate to symptos cf collapse in persons with feble
exposelis patient te colm air until the noces- Learfs. If the bathho quite ccld astimulant
sary ao unt cf cooling was ebtaiûed. is given beforethe bath, repeated whideaho os in

"The amount f heat to be withdrawn, depends it, and imeiatel after ho eves ît. No

apon the amoor ue unfv fo er. bath at the absolute rules cau ho laid dcwn tho quontitY
toemperatuie cf well-water should be adminis- must to determined,1y the character cf the
aered as often as the temperature in g the rectum pulse. Once more,ane says, lot me iisist Most

ijreaches 104yF. .. Te duration of the tively, that if we wish tetreat peumonia

as, ch oi pneumonia 1 , phthsis &cwr p s

abstridepen un th, effect obtainod, ai by.celd baths, withont unfertunate accidens
whoudvay from seven, t twentywo veu mitntes." we must net spare stimulants."

aexp or ry fat tprsons, orla in those cf, In addition te the direct abstraction f heat,
ar amountio c in was taid.oed.

1fee asýiutn oft n asom the temperature iniin the rectumus
eahe 10°F Th duato of: th bath
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retic medicines it possesses the'invaluable advan-
tage of reducing the temperature without injur-
ing the heart, and this it accomplishes by
diminishing the production of heat." When
properly used, quinine diminishes the temrpera-
ture for at least twelve bours. The greatest
reduction takes place from five to seven hours
after the medicine is taken. The follo3ving
formula is recommended 'as a suiitable dose in
moderately severe pneumonia for an adult:

R quin. sulph. gr. xxx, acid muriatic q.s., aq.
distil. Siiss., misce. To be taken at one dose.
This should be given between six and eight,
p.m., and should be repeated in forty-eight
hours, the reduction in temperature being

greater when so administered. Wlien the
fever is intense 77 grains may be given to an
adult, and 15 grains to a child under one year.
The author further states that lie has never
seen any harm done by these large doses, and
he doos not believe they are the limit. He has
but one caution to give. In those cases in
which the temperature has at some time been
105.80, and has risen again rapidlv after an un-
satisfactory abstraction of heat, it is not neces-
sary to give, forthwith, 77 grains of quinine,
this should be done only wlhen the repeated use
of decidedly cold baths has lowered the tempera-
ture for but a short time, and smaller 'doses
have prov ed useless. If the dose be refused by
the stomach it may be given in the form of

enema, in a mucilaginons vehicle, with a few

drops of laudanum. The, author 'strongly ob-

jects to the use 'Of tartar emetic, veratrine and

digitalis, except when the 1tter is used as a
cardiac tonic. The antifebrile action of vene-

section' is slight and uncertain. "The physician

who bleeds in pneumonia on account of the
fever, resembles the philosopher who cuts down

the fruit-tree in order to get the fruit. ' The

advocates of this indication 'for blood-letting
furnish in their own reports of 'ëases the most

convincing evidence 'of the inadmissibl eness of

the measure. At ail eëits; 'this indication

sbould -disappear from the text-books. 'To- the

conscience of 'the veak mahw.vhoi- fate makes

a physicia 'as 'punishment to his fellows, it
serves as a welcome> sa ve, vhen hi lets 'blod

erel to'atify a 'poular de nid 'and cstab-

lishhis owii posit i

In the way of nourishment the author
recommends a plentiful supply of milk, eggs,
soup, and finely scraped rare meat, on bread
and butter. He believes that the frequent
cleansing of the mouth and teeth is an im-
portant aid in maintaining the appetite.

In the antipyretic treatment of pneumonia
it is considered absolutely necessary that the
patient should take light wine in amount
suitable to his age and habits; for an aduilt
say from half to a whole bottle daily. The
portion which is not used just before and after
the bath may be mixed with water and drank
at pleasure during the day. H1e has no objec-
tion to good beer. Has no doubt that alcoholic
drinks lower rather than elevate the temper-
ature, and it is more than probable that the
alcohol acts as a direct preservative of the
tissues. The former prejudice, which is still
prevalent, bas been shown by Bowvier and
Binz to be unfounded.

Pain and sleeplessness should never be
allowed to go unrelieved. For the relief of the
former the hypodermic injection of from one-
sixth to one-fourth of a grain of morphia gen-
erally answers, and will also relieve the cough.
Insomnia should be relieved by narcotics in
sufficiently large doses. The bedroom should
be well lighted and ventilated.

In the treatment of already existing exhaus-
tion of the heart stimulants are strongly recom-
mended, -as they not only spur the cardiac
muscles to do more work, but they also directly
enable the heart to perform it. Every vigorous
pulsation of the heart forces moire blood out of
the overfilled right ventricle into the left, and
benefits first of all the heart itseIf by supplying
it with more oxygen and removing 'the accumu-
lated débris of oxidation. It is possible by the
proper and bold use of stimulànts to maintain
life in pneumonia for at least three or four days
after the heart bas shown indications of, exhaus-
tion.-

In th iess serio's formsof cardiac exhas-
tion'four- ounces of a strong wine will generalJly
be sufficient. If- thëse milder attacks occur
frequenty' an enulsion'of camplior, tWo scruples
tosix and" a half ounces of water-:- "table-
spoonful' every two hurs-"is préferrèd. f
the-symptonms "continue, without- becomilng
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alarming, a tablespoonful of strong wine is

given alternately with .the camphor emulsion
-every hour or half-hour. Should sudden and
severe collapse take place, musk may be given
in ¾ of a grain to 2-grain doses, with champagne
every ten to thirty minutes. Musk acts rapidly
like champagne, camphor more slowly, but its
effects last longer. More rapid still in its
effects is cognac or whiskey, given bot.

Convalescence is promoted by abundant nour-
ishment, especially albuniinates; beer and wine
are given Vith caution. In the way of"hedi-
cines lie gives ferruginous preparations, and
prefers, of these, ferrum redactum.

The author has treated 248 cases according
to the principles above described, with 30
deaths, or 8.26 per cent.

ON THIE PROPRIETY OF BLEEDING
IN ACUTE DISEA SE.

BY J. T. MITCHELL, F.R.C.S., ETC.

"Medio tutissimus ibis."

During more than tbirty years I have filled
the office of medical director of one of the
largest life-insurance companies of the country,
and one part of my duty in it has been to re-
cord the cases of death that occur therein, and
the causes thereof; and from the frequent in-
stances in which death has occurrred from acute

pleuro-pneumonia, peritonitis, and other in-
.flammatory attacks of vital organs, in subjects
many of whom were young, and who, before
·these fatal illnesses, bad enjoyed robust and
vigorous health, I have been induced to ask
myself-What has been and what is the cause
of this fatality ?- when, in considering its com-
parative rarity in my own extensive and pro-
tracted experience, I have been drawvn to the
conclusion that the valuable theory of inflam-
mation tauglit by the immortal Hiunter is
thoroughly misuuderstood, and has beenso now
for a long period, and therefore the most palpa-
ble means for its relief has been so neglected. I
allude to general and free bleeding in the early

stages of such affections-a practice which for
manly years has been most 'unwisely and, un-

justly ·eprobated by teachers and hospitif ac-
titioners, and wiicl'now is scarcely ever heard
of but as one to be utter]y coidened.

During the last year, however, my hopes have
been revived in the belief that physiologists and
pathologists are returning to a wise reconsider-
ation of the legitimate use of this effective agent
-- the lancet. First, as it was shown in the
address of that acute observer, deep thinker,
and orldwide-esteemed pathologist and physi-
olcgist, Sir James Paget-given by him liefore
the assemblage of the British Medical Associa-
tion at its meeting in 1874 at Norwich-in
which he alluded witb so much force of argu-
ment to the neglected practice of general bleed-
ing in acute disease, and to its great value when
adopted under the guidance of sound medical
intelligence; and, secondly, in the publisbed
opinions on the same subject, made by Dr.
Richardson and others wbo have had extensive
and convincing experience in the proper use of
the remedy, found in papers published. in the
medical periodicalIs.

I remember, also, that some years simce f was
present at a meeting of the Hunterian Society
of London, when the late Mr. Solly read a paper
on the subject of bleeding, in which he express-
ed himself very much in the same manner, and
having the saine object above him as Sir James
Paget had in the address before alluded to, seu-
ting forth the neglect into which this remedy
had unfortunately fallen, considering, as he did,
its great value when used with sound discre-
tion, and confining its use to cases in which re-
cently established congestion or inflammation
existed in vital organs-a state which, if not
unchecked in the early and first stages, -so
rapidly rans on to destructive disorganization,
.such as sphacelus, abscess, dangerous hemor-
rhages (in the brain or lungs), dropsies, injuri-
ous adhesions, outpourings of coagulable lymph,
and death, as well as. in permanent enlarge-
ments and indurations of viscera, and many
other chronic :afèctions with which modern
practice has continually to contend, and which,
by the adoption of this remedyat the poper
period, would often have been entirely pre-
vented.

I am quite willing to acknowledge that there
was a time when many men, guided by mere
custom or ignorant routine, most inconsiderately
bled, too' frequently and to a most' injurious
extent, by which recoveries were greatly'im
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peded, and perhaps wliere even death was the first effect of this was that blood flowed onl-
resuIt; but there never was a time when,,in drop by drop, but in a short time a small continu-
robust subjects attacked with acute local con- ous strean followed, until enoUgli blood had
gestion, bleeding, adopted at a sufficiently early passed to relieve the stagnant circulation, when
period, did not readily suspend.excessive vascu- the stream increased, and at last it flowed pleno
lar action, and so tend to prevent subsecjuent rivo,-upon Which rny young friend's formerly
disorganization. But I repeat that it is only at sceptical countonance changed, and began to
a very early period that this remedy can be so briglten with evident astonishment, and lie ex-
advantageously employed; for after the first pressed Lis wonderrent. By this time the
stages of these affections are passed, seldoinany-, puise at the wrist was beo ode restfowed to con-
thing but disadvantage can be expected to fol- siderbye Power, the venos livid congestion of
low, for then every drop of blood-tbe very 1 the face bnci considerably lessened, and veryý
CCpabulunz vite "-the essential material ie- soon it entirel psed away. I now rcqUestcd
quired to carry on the reparation of the damage the man to inspire as deeply as c cOulI, upon
clone by the discase and restoration cf the lost -vh lie said the pain in the chest ud side was.
stret,-and every mens liaving reparation g-teatly lessened. I stil aliowed the bood to-
for its object, niust be devised and adoptec-is flow, until sixteen ounces ad be gat collcted o
urofently wanted. the basin at weich tne Le said he Lad no more

I will, however, most earnestly empbasize niy pain, -but, lie feit extreinely faint; upon which,.
fixed conviction, by declaring that nthing that bavinprssecred the vein, I reniove hi sime frot a
I have observed in the extensive fseld of public sitting to a recimbent posiion, an gave hini
and private practice, now protracted as.student two grains of opium; after which, laving dtrk

,and practitioer beyond sixty years, bas ever ene the roo by drawing down the blinde we-
shown me that the abstraction of blool under eft he, having lireted the wife to give him
the circ stances described bas ever don e armg nothing but warm is milk, and as eucl as hon
or bas not been the most ready and efficient iwight he disppsed to t hake; and if ho should fals
mens of cure., asleep, by ail means to prevent bis bein avolce.

(The writer then gives the history cf a case Al this teck place about mid-day, and at six
cf pleuro-peumonia te vhich e as hastily in the evening we xtent again te see uim when
summoneddurin, te yeari 847a Onreaching we found him' with a countenance bearin a
Ithe patient ne xfound tim pulseless, with x- natural aspectpulse distinct and cf moderatob

treme difpiculty cf breathing, lividity of thenface, pwer, au about 100 in the mi

old extreities,r and, te al human appearance, ng very uch relieved, but stili more frequent
sha moribund state. The course cftreatment than natural; but the pain i the side hadre-
r dopted- certainly n ve y berecs one--with its turned te a slight extentd opon nhich h amin,
resuit, is very well worthy cf perusai.) tidu u r, nfe h same orifice pro-

sting tohi ai reunt osiin an gavhhi

I first procured two largo pails, and got them viously made i the vein, dew off ina ood
.filled ,.with, waterabout LOO'. llaving placed Streami, six ounces more blood:_ this entirely
tbom atý the, sil of tho bed,, I carefully aised relieved hin. I thon repeated the dose hf
him from the recumbent te the sitting position on twh grains cf opium, and left mc, havsn h
the cdge cfe the bed, ad put each foot and lg reiterated the ins n th o

mean ofcr.aleb l ensttovnt hise be igaoe

into one of the pails. I thon had two wash- Morning. From this. t ne, by implicit iest,
auodbasins nearly fihed with w1ater of the saine sedative hi niedicine, counter -iri-

temperature, and placed bis hands anl arms as tation by mustard-plastrs on the chest, and
tee adIcuyofet into thei. I then tied lilit
col extremitesg and,'t o nutriti eus diet-chiefilv miok-he d y

up hi rigbt an, for the purpose of raisin a b day rapidly improved, so as te be abl eto,
vein. » At first ,po ulseless as eo, was. at the return t bis work avfteria fdrtght's interval.
wrist, n veih, would rise, but after a minute or On si ounconspicuously tsdeniely
two a vein became sufbciently, prominent t eon- inmistakabe r I thich fllowed the dseeo
Able ode to take a, frea incision into it: theg ing, my young friend dcta sieni he

intooneof he pils I henhad wo ash moning Frm tis.time byiinlict es
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from the house, that he had learnt more of
practical pathology, therapeutics, and physiology
relating to the functions of the heart and lungs
from this case and treatment than he had gained
by all his previous studies and observations
nade during the time which he had spent at the
hospital, and in the course of his four years

previous apprenticeship, which lie had passed
in a large dispensary in a populous town in the
West of England.

Innumerable cases of the same severe type as
the one described, perhaps a few of the same
very alarming character, have been treated in
like manner, and with the same success, in my
experience, and especially cases of puerperal
peritonitis, of which twenty-seven have fallen
under my treatment within the last fifty years,
one only of the number have proved fatal.
Therefore my faith in the judicious use of the
lancet has never forsaken me during the pro.
tracted period of clamour which has so long ex-
isted against it.

It may well be asked, Why is it that within

the last thirty years so great a revolution has
taken place an thé practice of medicine, and that

toachers now almost universally reprobate ab-
straction of blood in the treatment of strongly
marked congestions and inflammations ? The
answer appears to me to be this-that cases
such as I have described scarcely ever are ad-
mitted into hospitals in the very early stages,
and at the time when this remedy can be ad van-
tageously used; for in most cases many days
have necessarily intervened from the day when
the attack first came on to the day when thus

admitted, and the time has gone by for the

judicious abstraction of blood, and' the stage of
the ilinesas lias arrived when the repairing func-
tions alone are to be considered and aided ; and
the patient has to be supported by tonics, cor-
dials, and judiciously selected food. Another
great impediment has stood in the way qf the
practice of judicious bleeding, which is the
strong objection felt by patients against sub-
mitting to any, the most trifling, surgical opera-
tion, which has been allowed to guide the deci-
sion of medical advisers too frequently. And I
fear that a third cause may be found in the in-
capacity and bungling in the performance ol
the operation felt by some unpractised hands.

If the abstraction of blood in all cases be so
injurious, as many pathologisti have taught,
why is it that in so many cases of extensive
hemorrhage, produced by natural causes, so little

injury is known to follow ?-as in epistaxis, in
cases of vertigo, in which pints have been lost
within a few hours, and fatal apoplexy has
been averted; or in hæmatemesis, in cases of
gastritis, when immense quantities of blood
have been vomited, and nothing but the cure of
the patient has been the result ; or in cases of
post-partum hæmorrhage or in miscarriages,
where women have lost enormous quantities of
blood, when the normal quantity has been soon
restored, and no anæmic evils have after a time
been left.

Clapham-road, London.

[Copy.]
16, Henrietta-street, Cavendish-square,

November 6, 1875.

Dear Mr. Mitchell,--I have carefully read
your paper, which I herewith return to,you.

I agree entirely with you in thin4ng that,
whereas general blood-lettigg waa, at one time,
often employed too indiscriminatly and in
blameable excess, iLs sbsequent alpngst total
disuse was unwise,.aud ., many instauces dia-
astrous.

The complete disue wa, in my judgment, a
more serious mistake than qver-use had been.
At present, however, I see as yqu do, plain in-
dications of a return to a better ,nd more ra-
tional practice in xespect of the employnent of
the lancet in certain acute forma of disease.

Believe me to remain, very truly yours,
J. T. Mitchell, Esq. Taos. WATSON.

TINCTURE OF GELSEMINUM IN
NEURALGIA.

Dr. Spencer Thompson extols (Lancet, Nov.
6, 1875) the beneficial effects of tincturè of
gelseminum in neuralgic pain of the jaws gen-
erally, and of the teeth and alveoli more par-
ticularly. He gives it in doses of twenty

- minims, and if this does not afford relief in an
f hour and a half or two hours, lie repeats the

dose. He has rarely had to order a third dose.

75
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DRUNK OR DYING?

THE CRIEF CAUSES OF COMA, AND THE DIAGNOSTIC hemorr-nagic Spots beneath the Conjunctive
MARKS OF EACH VARIETY. the skin; though these signs are frequen

BY DR. GEORGE JOHNSON, F.R.S., absent in epileptie cases. Epileptic coma
Profesor of Medicine in King's College, Physician to King' usually of short duration, and the spee

College Hopal. retur of consciousness removes any do
The attention of the profession and of the that may have existed as te the nature of the

public bas lately been directed in an especial cases.
manner to the means of distinguishing drunken- In cases of poisoning by opium, one of ti
ness from apoplexy and other forms of sudden most strikingand constant symptoms is extrem
coma. When I am addressing my pupils on contraction of the pupils. The skin, too,
the subject of apoplexy, 1 am in the habit of usually bathed in a profuse perspiration. Wit
referring to the difficult question of diagnosis respect to the contraction of the pupils, it h
in the terms of the follcwing extracts from one been observed that in cases of apoplexy wit
of my lectures:- hemorrhage into the pons Varolii the pupi

Diagnosis.-You are called to a patient in a have been as much contracted as in opium
state of insensibility ; you know nothing of his poisoning.
previous history, except that he has been found When the patient's breath is tainted by th
unconscious in the street, and you are required odour of some alcoholic liquor, we of cours
to ascertain the cause of bis alarming condition. suspect that he is drunk. It must not, how
You must first consider what are the possible ever, be forgotten that as a drunken man i
causes of the symptois. He may have a clot especially liable to be seized with apoplexy, an
of blood in;his brain, the result of disease or a to suffer from accidental mechanical injury i
blow on the head ; he may be in that comatose the streets of a crowded city, so we may hav
condition which not utfrequently follows an to deal with the complication of alcoholic in
epileptic fit; he may be poisoned by opium or toxication and cerebral hemorrhage on a frac

.by an excess of älcohol; or he may be suffering tured skull. It is a common practice to giv
from the effects-of nrsmia. brandy or some form of alcoholic stimulart t

Now, you will be less likelyeto make an anyone who bas become faint or giddy, and sc
erroneous diagnosis if you. continually bear in it may happen that an unconscious patient'£
mihnd that in sorme of 'these cases an accurate breath is tainted with the odour of drink
diagnosis ig fnot only extremely difficult, but administered after an onset of apoplectic
absolutely impossible until the progress of the seizure.
symptoms has been watched for a certain time. In cases of uroemic coma the urine is usually
That the case is one of cerebral hemorrhage aibuminous, and presents other physical and
would be rendered probable by such symptoms chemical signs of renal disease. Uroemic coma,
as extreme relaxation or convulsive twitchings in a large proportion of cases, is preceded by
of the limbs on one side, lateral deviation of convulsions. The tongue is commonly brown
the features, or inequality of the pupils; but and dry in these cases, and the breath bas a,
with hemorrhage on the surface of the brain most peculia1 and characteristic fetor. Yet,
none of these paralytic symptomis may be even with all this evidence of renal disease, the
present. Marks of internal injury, especially case may not be one simply of uremic coma;about the scalp, should be carefully looked for there may, in addition, be the complication of
in every case. A black eye or a cut or bruised cerebral hemorrhage, which, as we know, is a.
scalp may have resulted from a drunken man frequent result of chronic Bright's disease.
falling down, but the fall may have fractured The difficulty of diagnosis between renai
bis skull or ruptured a blood-vessel in the disease aid drunkenness is sonietimes increased
brain. by the fact that the urine may be rendered

That the coma is a sequel of an epileptie fit temporarily albuminous by alcoholic intoxi-
might be suspected if it were found that the cation. A remarkable case of transient alco-

tongue is bitten and bleeding, and if therea ree
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holic albuminuria occurred when my friend anc
colleague Dr. Baxter was House-Physician to
the Hospital. A man -between twenty and
thirty years of age vas brought in one nighl
by the police. He was unconscious, anc
breathing stertorously. le appeared to be
drunk, and a large quantity of vinous liquid
was pumped ont of his stomach. The uncon
-sciousness continued, and it was then suspected
-that ha might be suffering fromt urSmie poison-
ing. This suspicion was confirmed by the fact
that his urine, drawn off by a catheter, was

loaded with albumen." He was then put in-

to bed, cupped over the loins, and a purgative
was given. When Dr. Baxter visited the
ward the following morning, lie found the man
up and dressed, and clamouring for bis dis-
-charge. He said that he had been very drunk
overnight, but now he had nothing the matter
with him'; and lie passed some urine which
was found te be in every respect quite normal.
The temporary albuminuria was the result of
renal congestion caused by the excretion of an
excess of alcohol through the kidneys.

In all doubtful cases of this kind it is better
to err, if you err at all, on the side of caution
and safety. Obviouisly it is better to allow a
drunken man to recover his senses in the ward
-of a hospital than to send aùi apoplectic patient
to die in the ce]l of a police-station. When a
mistake is made on the opposite side, and a
supposed drunkard lies apoplectic, it is a verv
natural, tbough it may be a very erroneous
1nference, that some one is to blame and deser-
ving of punishment. -lMedical Tines and
€Gazette.

THE ifedical Circular states that. a patient,
suffering from inflammation in the chest, re-
cently submitted his expectoration to a scientific
authority. The practitioner consulted wrote

Iback :"It-is'evidentlyof parasitic nature, but
eith respect to the precise individuality of the
entophyte I bave not yet decided quite to mny
iatisfaction. My mind still hovers between

ýtwo conclusions, viz., as to whether it is an
lborted specimen of a cyclocotuloid macromala-
iooidium, or a.highly developed cryptococceous
UQegalocyst of a strongylopleuron batracholeu-

copridon."

ON THE USE OFQUININE AS A GARGLE
IN DIPETHERITIC, SCARLATINAL, AND OTHER

FORMS OF SORE THROAT.

BY DR. DAVID J. BRAKENI1DGE,
A ssistant Physician to the Rfoyal Infirnary, Elidnburgh.

Since Binz published his famous experiments,
showing the action of quinine on the white

. corpuscles of the blood, numerous authorities

have confirmed and extended his observations.

The following facts, among others, may now be

regarded as establislied:
1. Quinine is a protoplasm poison, andt

limits the, number and movements of the white

blood corpuscles and pus cells.
2. It prevents the pathological migration of

the blood corpuscles into the tissues of the
membranous and parenchymatous organs ex-
posed to the air, botli when it is given sub-
cutaneously and when it is directly applied to

the part.
3. It restrains the dilatation of the blood-

vessels.
4. It is an antiseptic, and exerts a paralysing,

or, in larger doses, a destructive influence on

microzynies.
With these facts in view, the theoretical

appropriateness of quinine as a gargle in diph-

theria with abundant proliferation of micro-

cueci, and in scarlatinal, and various other

forms of sore-throat, especially when attended

with membrahious exudation, pultaceous secre-

tion, or ulceration, is apparent. For it antag-

onises all the visible factors of sucli forms of

inflammation.
Before employing it for this purpose, I was

faimiliar vith the use of solution of quinine as

a dressing in bed-sores and other tèdious ulccrs.

The marked diminution in the secretion of pus

ànd the rapid improvement which I observed

to take place in these cases when so treated,
first led me to anticipate good- results from
quinine as a gargle.

For' the last four months I have treated

every suitable case of sore-throat that I have
met with in my wards in the Royal Infirmary
and elsewhere, with a gargle composed, as a

rule, of two grains of sulphate of quinine and

five minims of dilute sulphuric acid to each
ounce of water. Sometimes I have -been able

to increase the strength>; sometimes I have
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been compelled to diminish it. When well
tolerated, the stronger it is the better.

The results I have obtained fully confirm my
favourable anticipations. From a considerable
number of cases I draw the, following con-
clusions

Simple non-syphilitic ulcers of the throat,
under this treatment, at once assume a healthier
aspect and heal rapidly.

In syphilitic ulcers, the local treatment bas
always been accompanied by the internal ad-
ministration of iodide of potassium, or some
other suitable constitutional remedy; but my
impression is that, in these cases, the cure is
hastened by the quinine gargle.

Its effect in the sore-throat of scarlatina is
very marked, the pultaceous secretion being
checked, and the inflammatory swelling
diminished.

It is of comparatively little use in the early
stage of cynanche tonsillaris, over which
tincture of aconite, in minim doses frequently
repeated, bas so decided a control. When,
however, abscess followed .by abundant dis-
charge of pus results, its beneficial influence in
checking the suppuration and promoting healing
is marked.

In the slighter forms of diphtheritic sore-
throat it answers admirably, preventing the
extension of the disease, and promoting the
separation of the membranous exudation.

It is, however, in severe cases of true diph-
theria that I hope it will prove most useful. I
have now employed it in three cases of this
disease, and in all the result bas been highly
satisfactory.,.

Dr. Brakeiridge then gives the history of a
typical case of diphtheria, which he describes
as one of "unusual severity," and in which
this mode of treatment was adopted after
having tried chlorate of potash and tincture of
the perchloride of iron internally and C6ndy's
fluid as a gargie without any perceptible im-
provement to the patient. His formula was as
follows

R.. Quinio sulphat, gr. xviii.; acid. sulphur.
dilut. m xlii.; aquse ad 3 vi 31.

This _prescription was alternated every half
hour with Condy's fluid, and the patien6 af
wards did well and made a completé recoeîery

from the primary disease by the 13th day after
the first attack.

I have found the quinine solution useful as
a wash in aphthæ, stomatitis, and other affec-
tions of the mouth ; but my experience of it in
these cases bas been limited by- the difficulty
attending its lse in childhood, owing to its
very bitter taste.-Pactitioner, August, 1875,
p. 110.

SYPHILITIC PHTHISIS.

Fournier sums up in the following four
axioms the conclusions he bas reached on this
subject:

1. Tertiary syphilis can produce in the lungse
lesions which, eithei locally or by re-acting on
the general health, simulate pulmonary phthisis..

2. These pulmonary lesions of syphilis are-
often amenable to specific treatment; hovever-
grave and important they may appear, they are-
far from being always beyond the resources of
art.

3. Consequently, whei a case of pulmonary
lesion presents itself, it is important, unless the,
existence of tuberculosis be quite certain, to,
ascertain if the lesion can be traced to syphilis.
It is necessary always to bear in mind that
syphilis is a possible cause of pulmonary lesions.

4. When syphilis can be suspected to be theý
cause, the primary indication is to prescribe-
specific treatment, which• in similar cases has
sometimes been followed by the happiest results.

In making a differential diagnosis, Fournier
relies .mainly on the syphilitie lesion being
unilateral, circumscribed, and without predilec-
tion for the summits of the lungs. It genèrally
affects a portion, of the lung not more than
a few centimetres square, constituting a ,little
islet of disease surrounded by bealthy lung-
tissue. When the morbid, -changes are far
advanced in the circumscribed spot, the diagnosis
of syphilis is pretty safe. The cô-existence of
afair degree of health and emboipoint with
advanced pulmonary changes, points to syphilis
as the cause of the latter, as does also a slow
development of the pulmonary lesion, the gen-
eral condition emaining good. Of course, a
close éxamina;tion of the entire body for the
ordinary syiptoms o f tubércùlosis .or. syphilis.
must never be omitted. There, is no.hereditary
transmission of pulmonary syphiis Ý Y.
Record.
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'THE RAPID RELIEF OF NEURALGIC
PALN.

Dr. Spencer Thomson considers that instead
'of the employment, as of old, of external
applications to palliate suffering in neuralgic
affections, employed with the hope that the
disease might be conquered after a longer or
shorter interval with quinine, carbonate of iron,
arsenic, and othar antiperiodics which were not
always certain, we may now congratulate our-
selves that a large number of cases of so-called
neuralgia may be quickly, either permanently
*Cured by the relieving remedy, such as phos-
phorus, or relieved, until such time as specially
-curative agents. or curative general treatment,
have removed the tendency to the recurrence of
the pain. As one of the newest of the remedies
lie first alludes to one whiclh is much too
slowly mking its way into the domain of

practical therapeutics-thie recently introduced
"tincture of gelsemninum sempervirens," or

yellow jasmine. In is presidential address
delivered before' the South Western Branch of
the British Medical Association in 1874, be
alluded to this renedy as having proved very
successful in bis bands, and in a paper he read
'this year at the Plymouth meeting lie was able
to state hlow fully it had fulfilled his expecta-
tions during the twelve nonths that bad elapsed
since his former notice of it. Directly or in-
indirectly it had been used by him; or by his
authority, in at least forty cases to whicl it
was applicable, and vith almost constant suc-

-coss. In using the word " applicable," lie does
so in accordance with bis *own experience that
the remedial power of the gelseminurm seems
confined to tiose branches of the trifacial nerve
supplying the upper and lower jaw, more par-
ticularly the latter, and more especially when
in either jaw the pain is most directly referred
to the teeth or alveoli; indeed. lie can scarcely
recall an instance of the above in which relief
was not speedily and thoroughly given. The
'usual expression of the patient has been, "It
ýacted like a charm." In illustration le gives
one case..

On Sunday afternoon, June 20th, the house-
'rnaid of a friend, a retired medical man, came

lto im with a note from ber, master, stating

that.she had been suffering from agonizing pain
of what .was thought to be toothache, for six-
and-thirty hours. Nothing gave relief, and no
dentist could be found to remove the only sus-
picious tooth. He sent her home with a bottle
of gelseminum tincture, wbich lie kept for
home use, desiring that she should have twenty
minims at once,' and twenty more within two
hours if not relieved. fHer master sent him a-
note in which Le stated that the patient had
experiended immediate relief.

In the notices he lias met with on the use of.
the gelseminum, the doses quoted seem all. too
small. Dr, Thomson now alost invariably
prescribes for an aduilt twenty minims of the
tincture as a first dose, to be repeated any time
after an hour and a balf if relief~is not given.
H1e bas rarely had to order a third dose, and lie
bas never found any inconvenience result from
the larger doses. In one instance, a gentleman
who, unadvisedly, took thirty minims at once,
and immediately afterwards 'went- out driving,
told him lie experienced for an hour or two
some uncertainty of vision when guiding his
horse. A severe attack of neiuralgia of the jaw
was, howvever, cured by the one dose, and did
not return.

After rcfe'rring to the solution of Calabar
bean, to the tincture of actæea raceniosa, and
the nitrite of amyl, Dr. Thomson concludes by
saying that, with. morphia, and occasionally-
but only occasionally-atropia, to use hypoder-
mically, with phosphorus in solution,- with
gelseminum, aided at times by the 'ordinary
external appliances, such as beat, or freezing if
need be, aconite, and chlorofoi-m, one ouglit to
feel fully prepared to meet and subdue at tie
time most cases of neuralgic pain, and, indeed

of pain generally.-(Lancet. December 1875.)

AN ancient medical manuscript, discovered

some years ago amng tue bones of a mummy,
and lately purchased by Dr. Ebers, a German
archæologist, is talked of. It is believed by the

learned to be one of the lost Hermetie books,
and about contemporaneous with Moses. It is
not yet completely translated, but is expected to
throw some light on the practice of niedicine in.
those remote centuries.
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- THE USE OF ALCOHOL.

It is not surprising that the extent to which
alcohol is employed in our hospitals and infir-
maries is occasionally the subject of questioning
scrutiny by the lay authorities. There exists
a very widespread belief that doétors are, as a
rule, prone to the indiscriminate administration
of stimulants, and that the amount of alcohol
they order is in many cases far beyond the real
need. Possibly there has been in the past
some justification for the charge. The wave of
stimulation which swept, with Dr. Todd's influ-
ence, over medical opinion, may here and there
have carried the practice to an injurious degree,
but we believe that the recoil has left little
room for criticism, and that the great bulk of
the members of our profession entertain and
act upon a very just estimate of the time at
which and extent to which alcohol should be

given. But. the annual consumption of wine
and spirits in a hospital in which a large
number of acute cases are treated makes a
formidable figure in the total expenditure. It
is not, therefore, surprising that the governors
of the Newcastle Jnfirmary, on fnding that the
annual consumption of alcohol in their wards
was at the rate of something like 1000 bottles
of wine and 400 bottles of spirits, wished for
a careful report on the subject by the Medical
Board. This was recently supplied, and its
assurance that the employment of alcohol has
been strictly regulated by the needs of individ-
ual cases was satisfactory to the authorities,
although it appears to have been a matter of
not unreasonable regret to some that alcohol
should be necessary to cure the mischief which
alcohol had bad so large a share in producing.
The Newcastle Infirmary is a large- institution,
a considerable number of the cases treated are
of great severity, and the amount of stimulants
ve have mentioned corresponds only to an

average of something like two-thirds of a
bottle of wine and one quarter of a bottle of
spirit for each patient during the whole of his
stay in the hospital; certainly a very moderate
amount.

A still more simple justification was avail-
able for Dr. Roe, of Ellesmere, in reply to a
foolish circular on the needlessness of stimulants

in acute disease, sent to him by the guardians
of the parish. The total cost of stimulants for
the sick poor under his care had amounted to
21d. per head per week. In a very sensible
letter he points out the fallacies on -which the-
hasty conclusion asto the needlessness of stim-
ulants had been based, and urges, with great
point, that the judicious use of alcohol, by
lessening the period of convalescence, effects a.
direct saving to the guardians of the poor,
which must often far more than counterbalance
the prime cost of the stimulants. We are glad.
to see that the letter carried conviction to the-
guardians to whom it was addressed.-London.
Lancet.

BACTERIA FOUND IN THE PERSPIRA-
TION OF MAN.

Dr. Eberth, of Zurich, Switzerland, has
found, says the Medical Record, by the aid of
the microscope, in the sweat of the face some
corpuscles which he coiisidered as bacteria.
This view became confirmed when he examined-
the axilla, breast, and inner side of the thigh
of several persons in a state of perspiration.
The sweat of these parts contained nearly-
always enormous numbers of bacteria. In
most cases they originated fron minute bodies
found upon the hairs in the mentioned riegions,
forming little nodules on them, arA giving
them a grayish or a brick colour. They were
recognized by the author as accumulations of
imicrococci. They may rapidly increase in
number, are smaller than the diphtherial mic-
rococci, and are nearly indifferent to re-agents-

(concentrated acids, alkalies, alcohol, ether,
chloroform). Iodine colours them yellow. Th-
vegetation of bacteria on the hairs rav be
observed in cases where they are chauged
already, beginning in places which have clefts
between their cells. The vegetation occupies
large spaces, especially in the direction of the
longest diameter of the hair.

Dr. Eberth. observed a mycelium. and micro-
cocci, and thinks that the latter are the fruits
of the former. Other investigators observed
coloured sweat, red and blue, which contaiied
micrococci. It was difficult to decide in these
cases if the colourin g matter was adherent to
the micrococci, or if it was a. pr6duct. of the=
vegetation.
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ERGOT IN HÆ,1MOPTYSIS.

Dr. Jas. M. Williamson states (Lancet, Nov.
13th, 1875) that he has administered ergot -in
fifty cases of homoptysis occurring iii different
stages of phthisis. The amount of hemorrhage
varied from abundant bright streaks on the
sputa, to the expectoration of several ounces of
blood. As the cases all occurred in hospital
practice, very little time was lost between the
advent of the hæmoptysis and the exhibition of
the remedy. The ergot was invariably given by
the mouth and in the forin of the liquid extract.
Much has been said about the success of the
suboutaneous injection of ergotin and its supe-
riority to this plan, but since there vas no
difficulty in any of the cases in administering a
draught, and as thedrug acted in most instances
with a promptitude which was sufficiently satis-
factory, the hypodermic method was not em-
ployed. Forty-minim doses of the liquid extract
nay be given twice within the first bour, and
guided by the results, at least every two hours
afterwards, the dose being diminished and given
less frequently as the hemorrhage subsides.
He has never observed any disagreeable effect
follow, even upon the administration of large
quantities within short periods, but, as a gen-
eral rule, if four or five full doses make no
distinct impression upon the hemorrhage, the
remedy should be abandoned for another. Care
should be taken to use a sound and fresli pre-
paration of the ergot.

Out of the 50 cases the drug rapidly checked
all bleeding in 44 instances. Of these, 16 were
women and 28 men, and in at least one-fourth
of the number the boemoptysis merited the term
profuse. In forty of the forty-four cases it was
the first and only remedy given; in two others
it was successful after a mixture containing
gallic acid, alum, and dilute sulphurie acid
failed ; in another it -was effectual after acetate

of lead with opium proved useless; -while in
the remaining instance it repressed the bleed-

ng aher both of these plans were unavailing.
IThe ergot was ineffectual in six cases.

In three of the cases of failure gallic acid

,;equally failed. Over gallic acid ergot has the
-distinct advantages of never causing griping or
ë constipation, and more especially of not inter-

fering with a liberal use of milk. The larger
portion-equivalent to 88 per cent.-of the
cases in which ergot succeeded, not only testifies
to its great value and claims for it our confi-
dence, but also strongly justifies the recommen-
dation that it should be the first drug tried in
all cases of hæmoptysis.

RENAL TUBE-CASTS IN NON-ALBU-
MINOUS URINE.

Dr. Finlayson, of Glasgow, in an original
communication to the January number of the
British and Foreign 3edico-Chtirurgical Review,
after discussing several cases of tube-casts
occurring in non-albuminous urine, makes the
following remarks

Tube-casts are almost invariably found in
marked cases of jaundice, and as a rule this
occurs without albuminuria. In showing some
typical specimens of this class to the Glasgow
Pathological and Clinical Society in May, 1874,
I stated that, so far as I had then examined the
subject (twelve cases), my observations con-
firmed those of Professor Nothnagel as to the
almost invariable presence of tube-casts in the
urine if it were deeply jaundiced, and as to the
absence of alýumen in about two-thirds of such
cases. Since then other cases have come under
my notice, and further observation confirms
the statement made. The cases observed inclu-
ded many varieties of jaundice, so that one is
forced to the conviction that the tube-casts are
due to the jaundice itself, and not the special
diseases producing it. In view of the facts and
cases adduced in this paper, one is led to look
for some mecbanical (or, perhaps, some chenil-
mal) irritation of the renal tubules as a possible
explanation of the presence of tube-casts thrown
off in jaunldice. When we remember that renal

calculi and gravel, and even hedgehog crystals
of the urate of soda give rise to, or at least are

the only obvions cause of, tube-casts in the

urine, and that such casts are found with the
minutest possible traces of albumen, and, indeed,
as we have seen, sometimes without any trace

af all, we seem to have before us an analogous
phenomenon. For in the sediment of jaundiced
urine we find, at times, little coloured particles
composed, appamently, of the biliary colouring
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matter; a similar material has been found after spells left entirely, but I attribute such results
death in the tubuies of the kidneys theiselves. to the season.
-irerichs, in'his chapter on Jaundice ('Obs.,' vi), Mr. M., aged 15, came into my oflice suffer-
speaks of the urinary sediment containing ing froin a severe attack of asthma. I gave
"brownish-black angular granules," and in the him five drops of nitrite of amyl to inhale,
post-morteni report of the same case he says, with immediate relief. This patient was
"the little tubes were filled with a black brittle afflicted with. severe paroxysms of asthna on
material," and that "nitric acid produced, in every occasion of a slight cold, and it now
most of them (the.deposits), the play of colours requires that at such times he shall take
known to be characteristic of bile-pigment." It several inhalations daily and at bed-time, by
is worthy of remark that, in this case, alithough which lie can shield himself effectually from
the secreting functions of the kidney were distress. Is is the only remedy whicb, after a
essentially impaired by the morbid process, no search of years, lias proven satisfactory. He
albumen had been found in the urine. These uses five to ten drops.

particles, perhaps froin their size, perhaps from Mrs. R., aged 60, simple paroxysmal asthima.
their nature, no doubt cause much less irritation She has become accustomed to the use of
than the renal calculi or gravel to which I have nitrite of amyl, and inhales it direct from. the
ventured to compare them, for we do not find bottle-enough to cause some of the effects of
hoematuria to be one of the facts in jaundice; the rernedy, which always disperses the asthma

but they may suffice for the production of tube- and leaves lier comfortable. She considers her
casts, althougli they do not cause hæmorrhage bottle of amyl ber nearest companion.
and but seldom albuminuria, just as the cases of .I have given the amyl salt in a numiber of
renal irritation already detailed exhibited all cases, and in only one bas it failed ; in this I
the transitions from-a profuse hoematuria to an think the patient did not use it effectually, as
almost imperceptible albuminuria, or even to a she was completely prejudiced in favour of an
total absence of any evidence of blood or albu- asthma specific, which usually relieved lier.-
men in the urine in which the casts were Med. and Surg. Reporter.

found. - __,_

NITRITE OF AMYL IN ASTHMA.

BY J. J. LEISER, M.D.

The following report of cases may be of in-
terest

Mrs. G., aged 40, for several months had
hér sleep interrupted regularly at 4 o'clock A.M.,
and was compelled to sit up the remainingpart
of the night in agonizing efforts at breathing.
Large doses of quinine had some influence
over the paroxysms, and when fully under its
influence she would escape one or more nigbts.

It began finally to lose its influence, and I gave
her the amyl. The first use of it seemed to
fail, but only because she did not inhale freely
enough of it. The second night it was admin-
istered until the prominent effects became
apparent-fulness and flushing of ' the face,
throbbing sensation of the temples, etc.-when
she experienced immediate relief, and- returned
to sleep at once. After a short use of it her.

SURGEON-MAJOR THEOBALD RINGER, M.D.,
reports a curious case of incessant hiccough in
the Indian M1fedical Gazette for December lst.
The patient, a native trooper, was admitted
into hospital for a severe attack of secondary
syphilis (rupia), and treated vith the bichloride
of mercury. At the end of five weeks lie was
seized with hiccough, which coutinued with
little cessation for five days, in spite of the
exhibition of chloroform, hydrate of chloral,
sinapisms, subcutaneous injections of morphia
under intercostal muscles, belladonna plaster
to epigastrium, and calomel, in one large dose.
On the sixth day a blister was applied to the
origin of the phrenic nerve, and lie was given
extreme doses of iodide of potassium every six
hours, and a full dose of quinine once a day,
vith iced soda water to drink. This treatment

was carried on for eight days, the hiccough
becoming daily less frequent, until on the tenth
day it entirely stopped. The dose of iodide ot
potassium was gradually reduced as improve-
ment took place, and on the twentý4th1ird day
the man vas " discharged to duty."
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CLINICAL LECTURE ON THE DIAGNO-
STIC VALUE OF THE ILIO-FEMORAL
TRIANGLE IN CASES OF INJURY OF
THE HIP-JOINT, MORE PARTICU-
LARLY OF IMPACTED FRACTURE.

EY THOMAS BRYANT, F.R.C.S.

The interest that is attached to the subject
of injuries of the hip-joint, the difficulty that
occasionally attends their diagnosis, and the
injury that is too often inflicted upon a patient,
in the attempt to make out a difficult case, are
some of the reasons that have induced me to
bring before your notice on the present occa-
sion, a means of diagnosis in these cases that I
have long emiployed and taught, although I
may not have formulated it before the present
year. I have described the means in this paper
as the ilio-femoral triangle, and I have done so
because the triangle is formed between the
ilium and the femur. The lines which form
it are readily* made out, and any shortening of
the one wbich I have called the base and to
which I am about to draw your special atten-
tion, can be easily detected. The triangle is
formed as follows, and is a right-angled triangle.
One side of the triangle is formed by a line
drawn from the anterior superior spinous
process of the ilium tO the top of the trochanter
major. The second is drawn from the anterior
spinous process of the ilium, directly downwards
to the horizontal plane of the recumbent body.
And the third, which is the base of the triangle,
is drawn at right angles to the second line and
falls upon the first line, where it touches the
great trochanter. It is to this line my observa-
tions refer. The first line, it will be seen, corres-

I ponds, in part, te Nelaton's well-known'line,
which is drawn from the anterior superior
spinous process of the ilium to the most promi-
nent part of the tuberosity of the ischium.
This line in the normal position of the head of
the femur touches the upper border of the
ïrochauter major in every position of the limb,
1nad I believe that if this line is to be consid-

iêred to be the test line for disloéâtion of the
'head of the fenur backwards-whiîh I tike it'

te be -I must claim te base of the triäàMl

I have described to be the test-line for the frac-
ture, or shoitening of the neck. "At any rate I
can, confidently assert, after repeated proofs,
that whilst in a bealihy subject these ilio-fenioralM
triangles are exactly similar upon the two sides'
of the body, with equal sides and equal angles,
I can, with equal confidence, assure you that in
all cases of injury to the hip in which shorten-
ing of the neck of the thigh-bone exists, the
amount of shortening can readily and accurately
be made out on oxmparing the bases of the
triangles on the two sides. That in impacted'
fractures of the neck of the thigh-bone, where
ou the sound side the base of the triangle will,
in the adult, measure its average normal length
of two and a half inches, on the affected or in-

jured side, it will measure from half an inch to
more than one inch less. These measurements
being taken with the patient in the horizontal
position, the pelvis straight and the two
femora parallel.

* * * * *

In practice the.line is easily made out and the
test as to shortening of the neck of the femur
readily applied, and with these facts before us, the
value of the means for diagnostic purposes can
hardly be disputed. In my own hands the test
line has helped me much in many difficult cases,
and in the hands of my dressers it has been, of
no less value, for it bas enabled them to diag-
nose with facility, and without dangerous
manipulation, many cases of impactéd fracture
of the neck of the thigh-bone that would other-
wise have béen overlooked, and to a certain ex-
tent, would have been rougbly and iujuriously
handled. By means of this line I maintain the
diagnosis of an impacted fracture of the neck of
the thigli-bone can, as a rule, be nade out with
facility and certainty ; and that in a large num-
ber of obscure cases of injury to the hip the
doubts and difficulties that wëre formerly ex-
perienced may be exclanged for the confidence
of' accurate knowledge. I do not mean, how-
ever, to say that by means of this test line all
obscure cases of injury to the hip-joint eau be
cleared up, for such an assertion would not be
true; but I would wish you to believ.e what I
have foùid to be the case-that by its use a
large numer cf cases, tbat would have beà
called obscie, b e ceéséd to b so. I is true
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there may be some shortening of this line in
fracture of the great trochanter, and it is like-

wise possible that there may be nO shortening
of the line in some cases of impacted fracture;
but these cases are exceptional, and they in no

way tend to diminish the diagnostic value of
the means I have to-day brought before your
notice, in the majority of cases of fracture of the
neck of the thigh-bone, and in all cases in which
shortening of the neck of the femur may be
found.

During the last three years, at least 16 con-
secutive cases of fracture of the neck of the

thigh-bone have been admitted into my wards,
and all these 16 left them with good union of
the broken bone and useful limbs. You must
know, also, that all these patients were advanced
in years, the youngest having been fifty-nine,
and the oldest seventy-eight, the average age of
the 16 baving been seventy-four. The injured
patient was simply placed on a firm bed with
bis pelvis brought to a right-angle with the spine
and his lower extremities slightly extended;
a tape was then allowec to fall from the anterior
superior spinus process of the ilium of one side
to the horizontal plane of the body, and a
second tape employed to measure the distance
bet'ween this vertical tape and the upper border
of the great tronchanter on the same side.
(This horizontal line forming the test line.)
Similar measurements were taken on the oppo-
site side. The two lines on the respective sides
were then compared, and when no difference
was found between them, it vas generally as-
sumed that no fracture of the neck of the femur
existed; but when the test line on the injured
side of the body was fouind to be shorter than
the other, and this shortening lad taken place
after a direct injury of the hip, the inference
vas drawn that there vas some shortening of

the neck of the thigh-bone, and that this shorten-
ing was probably due to a fracture; the amount
of shortening in the neek of the bone being
fairly représented by the amount of shortening
in the test of line of the affected side. In
many caùes no tapes were used, the index finger

of one hand being employed to represent
the superior vertical line, with its pti plàced
upon the anterior superior spine of the ilium

and the index finger of the opposite hand as the
horizontal test line, the thumb marking off
upon the index fnger the distance between the

vertical line and the top of the trochanter.
* * * * * *

-London Lancet, Jan. 22, 1876.

TREATMENT OF PORRIGO, TINEA
FAVOSA, ETC.

BY DR. HENRY MACCORMAC.

[The results of treatment for parasitic cuta-

neous diseases are often disappointing, but Dr.

Maccormac bas found much more satisfactory
results from petroleum than from any remedy

previously tried.]
The first thing I do, the scalp being con-

cerned, is to clip or, where it can be done, or
as far as it can be done, shave the hair closely
off, and keep it so. In cases that have been

neglected, it will be desirable to prenise a few

simple poultices, bread or linseed meal. I

direct the petroleum to be applied twice daily,
by inunction, in the form of one part petroleum
to t wo of lard and a few drops of oil of lavender

or, say from half a pint to a pint of petroleum
in a pound of lard, with twenty drops of oil of

lavender. The vessel or jar -which contains

these, may be stood in a basin of boiling water,
occasionally renewed, stirring 'with a wooden

spatula until tho whole is intimately blended.

This unguent is to be applied, gently but

thoroughly, once or if it be practicable, twice

daily. A soft brush is a very good implement
to use, and the ointment when about to be
applied, may be moderaiely warmed beforehand
by standing the cup or gallipot, which contains
it, in hot water. Judgment must be used in
apportioning the strength of the ointment and
the amount of the application to the state of
the parts and the irritabiity of the subject.
After the application a piece of dry soft clean
linen rag may be laid on-an old cambric hand-
kerchief answers very well-and over all, a soft
clean linen cap.

Before the next application of the petroleeu
ointment, the head must be thoroughly but
gently washed with black or fish soap and fresh

warm soft water. The ointment is then t be
reapplied as before. Every rag or cap, OCO
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used and past further use, should be thrown
into the fire, but if intended for further use,
plunged in a hot soda lye, and after being well
wasbed, finally rinsed in water containing a
little carbolic acid.

The last instance of porrigo which I had to
deal with, was in a cutler's daughter. ler
case was rather a distressing one, with many
sores, the hair had mostly disappeared, and
there were vermin as well. The very flrst
application proved advantageous, and the patient
did well in every respect, except as to regaining
her hair, afteriward. ' The family have removed,
and I cannot speak of the young woman's
present state, but I have no reason to doubt
but that it is satisfactory.

In a recent case of trichophyton tonsurans
in a youth of eighteen, a large patch of hair,
producing great disfig-irement, was absent. I
must here observe that I had begun with pen-
cilling a weak alcoholic solution of corrosive
sublimate over the parts. I then had recourse
to the petroleura ointment and black soap.
The case, after some continuance of treatment,
bas done extremely well. A vigorous growth
of hair now covers the previously denuded sur-
face. A preceding case of trychophyton occur-
red in a pretty young Jewess. A naked patch
rather larger than a crown piece, sibsisted at
the very vertex. The young lady bas since
inarried, gnd the vertex, when I saw ber last,
bears no trace of having ever been wanting in
respect of its hairy covering.

I wish to add that the petroleum ointment
with black soap, is au excellent remedy in itch,
removing it with ease and safety. It is a
capital remedy for lice, destroying them on the
pubis, in the axilla; or on the head. In two or
three instances where these hideous vermin had
extended over the whole surface, the petroleum
ointment with black soap and the warm bath,
employed twice daily, removed them with
magical celerity. In insane persons, whereon
vermin often bouse, petroleum ointment and
soap proves most useful. So far as I have had
an opportunity of trying it, I find the petro-
leum alike serviceable in the mange of dogs,
swine, and horses, destroying the minute para-
sites along with the cutaneous affections which
hey engender.-Practitiner.

ON THE HYPODERMIC TREA.TMENT
OF INDOLENT ENLARGEMENTS OF
THE CERVICAL GLANDS.

BY DR. MORELL MACKENZIE.

PhYgician to the Ifospital for Diseases of the Throat, Zondon.

Indolent glandalar enlargements should be
either cured radically or left altogether un-
treated. lalf-measures only give rise to dis-
appointment and cause disfigurernent. An en-
larged gland may be a slight blemish, but -when
it has been blistered, poulticed, painted witli
iodine, incised, or subjected to any of the
various modes of treatment recommended in
such cases, it often becomes a deformity,

As a rule, parents and young ladies are very
desirous to get rid of these glandular swellings,
not only on account of the disfigurement which
they occasion, but because they are regarded as
blots on the family escutcheon. It becomes
important, under these circumstances, not only
to disperse the tumours, but to leave behind as
slight traces of their previous existence as
possible. For the last eighteen months I have
been engaged in trying various remedies, hypo-
dermically, with *a view of curing indolent
glandular swellings. I have tried solutions of

popsine with and without dilute hydrochloric
acid, dilute hydrochloric acid alone, dilute acetic
acid, tincture of iodine, alcohol, solution of
nitrate of silver, solution of chloride of zinc,
and several other remedies.

In carrying out hypodermic treatment the
cure may be effected either by resolution or by
destruction. In the former case absorption
takes place; in the latter the injection is fol-
lowed sooner or later by suppuration. It is
desirable, if possible, to cure by resolution. I
have found acetic acid, as recommended by Dr.
Broadbent for the treatment of certain kinds of
cancer, the most useful remedy for this purpose.
With this agent I have treated twenty-seven
cases ; of these flfteen were completely cured
by resolution, four were greatly benefited, in
five suppuration took place, and three patients
'discontinued treatment witbout any decided
effect having been produced. I have used the
ordinaryr dilute acetie acid of the British Phar-
macopæia, and have generally injected fromn
five to twenty drops, according to the size of
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the gland to be treated, seven or eight drops
being an average dose. The injection should

not be made more than once a week. The fluid

should*be injected well into the middle of the

gland. Suppui-ation bas generally resulted
from the solution having been injected either

too frequently or too superficially. If suppur-
ation take place, the fluid should be drawn off

with a hypodermic syringe or aspirator. The
average duration of treatment by resolution is

three months.
For treatment by destruction and suppuration,

a, solution of nitrate of silver answers best.
The solution should be of the strength of one

drachm to the ounce, and not more than three

to five drops to be used. Considerable inter-

stitial destruction is generally produced after

three or four injections, sometimes after a single
injection. When pus forms, it should be drawn

off as already :iirected. Treatment by destruc-

tion, if successful, is rather more rapid than
that by resolution, but induration of the outer
portion of the gland sometimes follows the

treatment, and interferes with its success. I

have treated.five cases in this way; in three of
them the cure, was complete, in two incoinplete.
The treatment by pepsine and dilute hydro-
chloric acid wvas rapid, but was twice follo'wed
by superficial sloughs of the skin, and for that

reason I abandoned it.-.3edical Times and

Gazette.

MEDICAL DIPLOMAS FOR WOMEN.-The Bri-
tish M1edical Journal states that the Council of

the Royal College of Surgeons of England has

arrived at the important decision to admit

wonen to examination for its licence in mid-

wifery. This diploma will entitle them to a

place on the 3fedical Register, and will give

them a legally recognized position in this coun-

try as practitioners in the obstetric department
of medicine and surgery. The clause in the
College Charter under which the riglit to ad-
mission bas been claimed was, it appears, ex-
pressly framed by the use of the word "per-
sons," to meet the case of female as well as'of
male practitioners ; and the College has fbeen
advised that it could net legally refuse to admnit
duly- educated women to examination for this
diploma.

THE USE OF LIQUOR BISMUTHI FOR
II3MORRHOIDS ÀND PROLAPSUS'
ANI.

DY JOHN CLELAND, M.D., F.R.S.

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology, Queen's College, Galway.

While it may be freely admitted that in
many instances hoemoirhoids cannot be treated
successfully without surgical operation, and
while, for my own part, in a considerable ex-
perience I have always had good reason to be
satisfied with the results of the operation
recommended by Mr. Syme, it is evident that
in a large number of cases operative interfer-
ence is unsuitable ; in others the affection,
however ameliorated by such interference, re-
mains uncured ; and it is desirable tbat when-
ever it is possible, a. cure should be obtained
without resort to so disagreeable a measure.
With this end in view I venture to say a few
words on the use of liquor bismuthi given as
enema.

My attention was first drawn to this remedy
by a rather peculiar case of prolapsus of the
bowel. A middle-aged woman came for con-
sultation in such a condition that she could
vith difficulty walk, inasmuch as -whenever she

parted ber thighs, the bowels emerged and hung
down for about six inches, in folds of such a
character as made it evident that at least half-
a-yard of intestine was extruded. The whole
surface of the mucous membrane exposed was
a deep raspberry red, like those cases bf hemor-
rhoids which some practitioners delight to treat
with nitrie acid. This condition was chronic;
external supports had failed; the possibility of
removal of the whole prolapsed mass suggested

itself, but such an operation attended with
enormous risk was not to be ihought of in the
case of a patient enjoying a certain measure of
health. Astringents had been tried and failed,
and it seemed questionable if astringents were
suitable remedies in such a case. It appeared
much more probable that an irritated and con-
gested condition of the mucous membrane ji d
to a derangement of the action of the muséular
walls tban, that in a strong wvoman, a idéal

relaxation, involving sphincters and intestinal
Walls,'had pfoduced, à proIapsus, which led; to
congested. mucous membrane, from esposure.
I reeollee ed the relief frequently htãínable~l
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cases of hæemorrhoids, by application of white
bismuth or oxide of zinc. In this case, how-
ever, ointment or powder obviously could not
be effectully applied. But the liquor bismuthi
in stomach affections bas a sbothing influence
fa- superior tO white bismuth. I therefore
directed my patient to mix a dessert spoonful
of liquor bismuthi with half a wine glassful of
starch, and after getting into bed and returning
the bowel to its place, to introduce this enema
and retain it. I was miuch pleased, a few
'weeks afterwards, by my patient calling to tell
me that she was nearly well, and to ask if she
might continue the remedy. This she was
ordered to -do ; and I bave every reason to
believe that she bas had no return of lier
malady. I have since frequently used the
same remedy for the ordinary prolapsus in
children, with invariabQ and rapid success.

In severe hæemorrhoids there are usually
three parts affected, the integument, the mucous
membrane, and the hiemorrhoidal veins. Plain-
ly the veins cannot be reached by local medica-
ments, and those comparatively few cases iu.
whicli they alone are involved must be treated
in other ways. The integument, together with
the edge of the mucous membrane up to the
grasp of the sphincter, is within easy reach,
and may be treated in various ways according
to circumstances. Thus, when the congestion
is superficial and produces a catarrhal oozing,
bathing vith whiskey or other alcoholic lotion,
a small pad of dry cetton wool firmly applied
to soak up the moisture, and also zinc or bis-
muth in powder or olntment are all exceed-
ingly useful; and when a congested surface
within easy reach is accompanied with venous
engorgement, tincture of iodine sometimes pro-
duces surprising effects, althouglh in other
instances it is too painful to be borne. But
when the mucous membrane is considerably
involved, I know no application to compare
with injection of liquor bismuthi, which bas
the advantage of being painless; and as in the
ucase of prolapsus narrated above, the improve-
ment of the mucous membrane bas a wonderful
influence on, both the veins and integument.
In instances in -which the necessity for surgical
interference appeared indubitable, I have had'

ythe gratification of defrauding myself of the

pleasure of operating, and of seeing the patient
recover. This is the more gratifying, as the
surgical treatment of hoemorrhoids labours
under the'' disadvantage, that, no natter
what be the particular operation adopted, it
never riemoves the predisposing cause of the
malady.

THE RELATION OF SOFT CHANCRE
TO SYPHILIS.

Can a chancre which presented at one stage
all the characters of a soft one subsequently
become indurated 1 The soft sore results simi-
ply from pus contagion, this pus being more or
less peculia'r, and its peculiarities being due to
its b'aving originated in syphilitic inflammation.
I have insisted that this pus may or may not
contain the germ-matter of syphilis. Let me
here insist upon the extreme importance to the
reputation of the, practitioner of the rule never
to give an opinion as to the nature of a chancre
until the incubation period is over. Patients
will come to you with sores contracted a few
days or a week or two before, and will expect
you to be able to tell them whether or not they
are likely to have syphilis. Now, there is
never anything lin the conditions which are
either present or absent whicli will justify the
most practised observer in giving any opinion
at such a stage. It is very rare indeed that an
infecting sore acquires any induration withini
three weeks of the date of contagion, and more
coimonly it is a month or five weeks. Until
such induration takes place, nobody can tell
whether it is coming or not. Let your rule be,
I repeat, to give to your patient no opinion
vhatever as to his chaiice of escape until he

can assure you that it is one month since his
last exposure to risk. If the virus be intro-
duced in a pure, or almost pure, state, then it
is probable that in many cases the patient
experiences nothing excepting, perhaps for a
few days, a little red pimple, which disappears,
and leaves him, as he thinks, quite well for
another three weeks or a month. At the end
of that time the part begins to itch a little, and
again becomes red, and gradually within a week
or so a ýell.characterised induration la devel-
oped. If, however, the contagion have been

L SCIENCE. 8'
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effected by a mixture of contagious pus and
specific virus, then you have a very different
course of things. Within the first few days
the contaminated part may infiaine sharply,
and an ulcer may result which will probably
send the patient in great alarm to his surgeon.
This sore is, of course, soft; it secretes freely,
and its secretion may contaminate other parts,
and you may have what are termed multiple
soft chancres. You may inoculate it, if wished,
on the patient's skin, and produce other similar
sores, and thus prove that you have to do with
a non-specific secretion. But all this does not
prove that the specific poison is not there, and
whatever may be the cause of these soft sores,
whether easy to heal or obstinate, there remains
the risk that the specific induration may ulti-
mately be developed. Probably the worse the
sore, the more inflammation, and the deeper the
ulceration, the greater is the patient's chance
that the specific virus may be thrown off;
whilst if the sore heals in a few days the
danger of true syphilis is considerable. We
often, from patients who are the subjects of
tertiary disease, hear the statement that the
original sore healed in a week, and gave scarcely
any trouble. Sach cases are, I suspect, exam-
ples of the early healing of a conspicuous soft
sore, which was followed some weeks later by
an inconspicuous and unobserved hard one, It
is becoming increasingly the rule of English
practice to give mercury as soon as ever specific
induration can be recognised; but it is quite
possible that we may, in the future, go further
than this, and think that it is best to prescribe
this remedy for all sores occurring within a
month of contagion. We should no longer do
so under the impression which formerly pre-
vailed, that it was necessary in order to make
the sore heal, for we now know that the soft
sore is not syphilis, and cannot be influenced by
its specific. The reason for giving it would be
the fear that the patient may be passing un-
noticed through the incubation stage of a true
chancre. The soft sore proves that lie has been
contaminated with venereal pus, and shows that
it is not improbable that he may have received
the syphilitic virus also. It is quite possible
that tlhe antidotal efficacy of mercury may be
much greater in the early stage than in the

later ones. I wish, however, to have it dis-
tinctly understood for the present that I am
merely suggesting, and not recommending. I
am often pressed by patients to allow them to
take mercury on speculation for soft sores, bur,
hitherto for the most part declined to do it ;
my reason being, that until some proof has
been afforded that we have to deal with true
syphilis, we have no data by which to determine
the requisite length of treatment.-Mir. J.
Hutchinson, in London Lancet.

IMPROVEMENT ON SYME'S OPERA-
TION.

This modification of Syme's employed by Mr.
Bell for three or four years, and practised in
ten cases, lie states (Prit. Med. Journ., Oct. 2.
1875) will, he believes, " be found to give the
advantages promisediby Pirogoff's method, and
yet to avoid the risk of recurrence of disease of
bone in the portion of os calcis left in Pirogoff's
operation.

" It is a very simple and slight modification
and consists in leaving attached to the flap the
periosteum of the posterior part of the os calcis,
and instead of dissecting the soft parts alone off
the bone, stripping along with them the whole
periosteum. In the case of amputation for
disease of tarsus in children, this is done with
the most perfect ease. It adds to the chance
of vitality of flaps, diminishes the risk of
sloughing and number of vessels to tie, and
gives the most excellent results. Especially if
the patient be encouraged early to move his
flap by means of the tendons which soon take
on new adhesions, we find that a considerable
power of ýmoving the heel flap over the end of
tibia is saved, and, in some cases, a deal.of new
bone is formed from the periosteum. So much
so is this the case, that in one patient on whom
I operated in 1874. it was hardly possible to
persuade those who saw the stump, that it was
not a portion of astragalus which had been left
with the integrity of the ankle-joint preserved.
As all the cases in which I have practised this
modification have survived and been successful,
I have not found any objection to it, nor had
the opportunity of naking any post-morte
examination.

"One case had to be taken down about the
fifth day for secondary hemorrhage from the
posterior tibial, yet I did not find that the
presence of the periosteuim implicated .in..any
way the subsequent secondary union of gran#4-
lations whieh healed the wound."
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TREATMENT OF NASAL- CATARRH.

Dr. William Porter, after giving a brief
description of the anatomical disposition of the
parts implicated in nasal catarrh, the forms,
symptoms, and etiology of the disease, proceeds
to consider the treatment that should be

adopted, and states that there are four points
to be considered. The first bas reference to
the predisposing cause, the constitutional cause
which must be rectified. In the asthenic type,
iodide of iron, or iodoform and iron, with cod-
liver oil are generally indicated. The treat-
ment of catarrh from syphilis is obvious. If
there be ulceration, iodide of potassium with
ammonia, and some form of tonic are called
for, but if no ulcers exist, the bichloride of
mercury in small doses, if persevered with, has
no equal. These cases are much moro manage-
able than those of scrofulous origin.

In the catarrhal diathesis which we have
noted, the majority of cases seem to do well
with some preparation of phosphorus. This,
with the addition of nux vomica, has been
useful in relieving obstinate constipation and
nervous lassitude in patients of this kind.

In all these conditions, good food, rest and
regular habits of life must be enjoined. The
social enjoyment and happiness of the patient
should noc be neglected, but if possible im-
proved, kno wing as physicians must how great
is the influence of ·the mind upon the nervous
system, and of the nervous upon the nutrient.

Secondly.-The local cause of the catarrh
must be removed. If there is a polypus it
should be enclosed in a snare, or seized witb
the forceps, and be brought out. In the glan-
dular hyperthophy mentioned, the part may be
touched with nitrate of silver, by aid of the
rhinoscope, and the more pendulous portions
destroyed, whilst all that would irritate the
nasal mucous membrane must be avoided or
guarded against. But this alone -will not
suffice. The membrane is already hypertrophied
and the secretion abnormal.

A thbird important item is to keep the part
thoroughly cleansed, so as to remove all the
adherent mucus and incrustations. Nothing
doed this.better than a weak solution of common
'salt in tepid water. It is not enough that it

should be used through the nasal douche. He
thinks that the nasal douche should only be used
by the physician himself, and that the solution
should never exceed a drachm of salt to the'
pint of water; that the salt should be well
dissolved, and that the pressure should not
exceed that of a column of water of twelve
inches. These requirements, if carefully at-
tended to, will obviate any danger. That so
few cases have been recorded in which injuiy-
from the use of the douche bas occurred,
amongst the thousands who daily abuse it,
sufficiently attests its harmlessness if properly
applied. This means, while valuable, does not
reach the upper and sometimes the most impor-
tant part of the cavity. An easy way of affect-
ing this is to attach to the douche a tube with.
an aperture on one side, which may be passecd
into the nostril, through which a stream of the
solution may be directed upward toward the
part, or the tube may be attached to a nasal
syringe. Dr. Rumbold recommends a catheter
with numerous small apertures, through which
a spray of air and water is sent with good
effect. If the disease has become ulcerative, a,
deodorising solution of permanganato of potas-
sium or salicylie acid may be used in a spray,
after the cleansing.

Fourthly and last; but most important, is the
local medication. If there are ulcers they may-
be touched with iodine in glycerine and water,
with the addition of a little iodide of potassuim,
or with weak solutions of nitrate of silver.
The latter is most useful where there is thick-
ening of the membrane. Hydrate of chloral
directly applied answers a good purpose where
the ulceration is sluggish. It may be used
from five to fifteen grains to the ounce of the
menstruum. Where the thickening is not
marked iodine vapour does well. A few drops
of a concentrated solution of iodine containing
a little conium or lipulin may be placed in a
Roosa's inhaler, and the vapour propelled by
means of the double bulbs or a small bellows.
This should be used for at least fifteen minutes
each day. After a few applications of this
vapour a tree flow of serum is induced, which
lessens the infliltration and its attendant symp-
toms. If there be deafness from narrowing of
Eustachian tube, it may be sometimes much
relieved if the vapour is passed along it by
mens of inflation by the Valsalvian method.
In imany cases the frequent use of a snuff com-
posed of camphor, tannic, and salicylic acid is
advantageous.-(St. Louis ifedical and Surgica.
Journa.
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DOUBLE OVARIOTOMY' PERFORMED
FOR TFE REMOVAL OF SOLID
OVARIAN TUMOURS. - TRANSFU-
SION OF MILK FOUR DAYS AFTER
OPERATION.

Dr. Thomas, in the American Journal of the

2Jedical Sciences, gives the history of an inter-
-esting case operated upon by hlim in October
1ast.

As the patient was already greatly enfeebled,
and was steadily becoming more and more
exhausted, I readily assented to her own
desire and that of ber friends, and agreed to
perform ovariotomy without much delay.

On the 14th of October, at 31 o'clock p.m., I
proceeded to operate in the presence of Dr.
C. C. P. Clark, of Oswego, Drs. Mitchell and
Skene, of Brooklyn, and Drs. Hunter, Walker,
and Jones, of New York. The patient having
been etherized by Dr. Skene, and placed upon
lier back upon a table, I made an incision
through the peritoneuin extending from a point
two inches above the umbilicus to the sym-
physis pubis. Through this the tumour, which
vas unattaclied, was removed. The pedicle,
consisting of the right ovarian ligament, Fallo-
pian tube, and extension of the round ligament,
was secured in a clamp, but upon subsequent
examination it was found to be so tense that I
ligated and returned it to the pelvis.

Upon examining the uterus it was found to
be perfectly normal, but the left ovary was as
large as a bullock's kidney and lay behind the
uterus, distending and occupying Douglas's
pouch. This was removed like the right, and
the abdominal incision rapidly closed.

The whole operation occupied thirty-six
minutes. At its conclusion the patient was
removed to a warm bed, hot bricks put to her
feet, the room darkened, and perfect quiet en-
joined.

The patient was left under the care of Dr. S.
B. Jones, who, on account of her very enfeebled
condition, remained with her constantly for the
next fLve das, and to his watcbfulness and
.care, I canot but feel that the subsequent
recovery of the patient was in great pàà due.

She was kept entirely upon the milk diet,
taking this in very small amouits, and at inter-
vals of three or four hours, and was quietod
by small doses of morphia.

During the next thirty-six hours all went
well, the temperature did not rise above 102
degrees, and the only anxiety which was felt in
reference to lier during this period was created
by the fact that she could take very little food
without vomiting, and that her pulse, the rate
of vhich was 130 to the minute, was exceed-
ingly small, feeble, and flickering. On Friday
I saw ber in consultation with Drs. Mitchell
and Jones. On Saturday morning, just thirty-
six hours after the operation, I received a tele-
grain stating that- a rather profuse uterine
bemorrhage had come on, and that the patient
had lost ground decidedly in consequence. At
ten that morning I saw ber, and the condition
of affairs looked decidedly unpromising. The
pulse vas so rapid and weak that at times it
could scarcely be felt, and the patient began to
vomit everything that was put into the stomacli,
even small pellets of ice. The foot of the bed-
stead was elevated twelve inches, cold was
applied to the vulva, and the patient kept per-
fectly quiet. From this time nourishment was
given by the rectum alone.

On the evening of that day I was forced to
go to Rbinebeck, from whence I could not
return before the evening of the following day.
At eleven o'clock that night I received a tele-

gram from Dr. Jones, stating that the uterine
hemorrhage had recurred -o violently that with
the assent of Dr. Mitchell he had used a vaginal
tampon, and that the patient was sinking so
rapidly that she would die before morning.
Reaching. home late on Sunday night I found
that death had not occurred, and early on
Monday morning I went to Brooklyn to see
lier.

On this visit I found everything looking very
badly. Both stomach and rectum. rejected all
nourishment; the temperature vas only 102
degrees, but the pulse was smiall, flickering, and
beating at 140 to the minute. It vras agreedi
that very small amounts of fluid food should be
cautiously tried by stomach and rectum, and,
.as the patient appeared to be dying from sheer

exhaustion, the result of previous enfeeblement
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by the disease, and more recont starvation and
loss of blood, that, in case Drs. Mitchell and
Jones should towards night feel convinced that
death wouild occur, -I shiould be summoned to
perform transfusion.

At six that evening (Monday, four days after
operation), I received a telegram urging My
immediate attendanco on Mrs. S., who appeared
to be rapidly sinking. When I saw her I found
her bathed in cold sweat, with a temperature of
101 degrees, a pulse of 150, and a facies ex-
pressive of approaching dissolution. It was
decided at once to try the effect of transfusion.

Three experinients with the transfusion of
blood rendered me very averse to the employ-
ment of this fluid, and with the consent of my
colleagues I decided to employ instead perfectly
pure, fresh milk. This idea suggested itself to
my mind from the recollection of some cases in
which it _was employed twenty ycars ago by
Dr. Edward M. Hodder, of Toronto, Canada.
In 1850 Dr. Hodder injected this fluid into the
veins of tiree patients moribund fyom Asiatic
cholera, which was at that time epidemic in
Canada. In a communication from him he
informs me that he injected as much as fourteên
ounces at one sitting; that no alarming symp-
toms occurred; that good results manifested
themselves from the first; and that two re-
coveries had taken place in patients who
appeared moribund when the operation was
resorted to. He was encoiuraged to try the
method from the -fact that Donne had injected
milk into the veins of dogs and rabbits without
injury to them. Since the cases reported by
Dr. Hodder, I know of no oiie who has repeated
this experiment in the human being until a
year ago, wlien Dr, Joseph W. Howe, of this
city, injected six ounces of warm goat's milk
into the cèphalic vein of a patient suffering
from tubercular diseap, and who appeared
to be dying from starvation in consequence of
an inability to retain nutritious material by
either stomach or rectum. Dr. lo'we declares
tzhat-

"When nearly two ounces had been thrown
into the circulation, he complained of pain in the

ï head and vertigo. The eyes twitched froin side
to side (nystdgmus); anid he said he could not see.
The same symptoms recurred when the next

ounce was thrown in, and ceased when the injec-
tion was suspended. The third repetition of the-
same quantity produced pain in the chest ana
dyspnea, and no brain symptoms. His pulsea
seemed to be -fuller after the operation, and he-
said he felt better. Death took place four days
afterwards. A post-mortem examination showec
that there were no clots in. the veins of the,
arm or in the lungs. The brain was normal.
I don't think the operation improved his condi-
tion, notwithstanding the fact that the patient,
himself and the house surgeon thoughit it did."

Iaving decided to inject milk into the veins.
of my patient, a young and healthy cow was
driven into the yard, a pitcher with gauze tied
over its top was placed in a bucket of warmn
water, the vein was exposed and the cow milked
at the moment the fluid was needed. By means.
of the very perfect and. safe transfusion appa-
ratus of M. Colin of Paris, I slowly injected
eight and a half ounces into the median basilic:
vein. Te first effect which evinced itself did so-
after about threa ounces had been injected. Th'en
the pulse became so rapid and weak that Dr.
Mitchell, who kept it under his finger during
the operation, could scarcely detect it. The-
patient declaied that she felt as if lier head wouldl
burst, and seemed greatly overcome. I wenc on

slowly, however, transfusing the fluid until the
amount mentioned had been reached; she was-
then left perfectly quiet.

In an hour from this time she had a
decideid rigor, the pulse was found beating be--
tween 150 and' 160 to the minute, and the-
temperature arose to 104 degrees. This higli
rate. of temperature, however,; soon passed off,
and towards miduight the patient fell into a
quiet sleep, fioi which she did not awake until
morning.

I saw her 'about ten the next day, when Drs.
Mitchell and Jones gave me a very encouraging
account of her. As I entered her room, she>

said in a feeble voice, "I feel that I am going
to get well." This I was particularly glad to
hear, as during the previous day she had given
up all hope and- was 'utterly despondent. The
pulse was beating 116,0, the minute, the tema

perature was 99¼ degrees, tihe tendency to

sweating had disappeared; and the facies had
much improved.
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During the day very small amounts of iced

milk and lime-water were given by the mouth

and retained]. Froin this time onwards it

would be neediess to mark the daily changes
which occurred. The patient steadily pro-
gressed to complete recovery, and on the
twenty-first day after the operation, upon a
visit made by Dr. Jones, she walked down
stairs to meet him. The notes taken by hii
on this occasion declare that -' the appetite is
excellent, the patient growing stout, sleeping
well, and gaining every day." Six weeks have
now elapsed since the operation, and the patient
is entirely well.

The general appearance of the tumours is as
follows.: The larger resembles closely in aspect
-a cirrhosed liver. It measures in its longer cir-
cuimference 19 inches; in its shorter 16 inches;
and weighs 4½ pounds. The smaller tumour
resembles a large fatty kidney ; neasures in its
long circumference 12 inches; in its shorter 7j
inches; and weighs 1½. pounds.

Upon section a number of cysts were found
in the larger tumeur about the size of a chest-
nut, and filled with colloid material. In the
smaller tumour no cysts appear except upon the
circumference, where a few small ones, the
largest about the size of a marble, exist.

ULCERATED NIPPLES.-M. Legroux advises
the following treatment: Spread with a camel-
hair brush a layer of elastic collodion around
the nipple, in a radius of an inch or more;
a piece of goldbeater's skin should then be
placed over the nipple and collodion, taking
care te make a few holes witb. a pin over the
part of the goldbeater's skin -which covers the
nipple, so as to allow the milk to ooze through.
No collodion should be Èpiead on the nipple
itself, as some pain might thereby be occasioned.
By the rapid evaporation of the ether the collo-
dion dries up, and the goldbeater's skin adheres.
The nipple is then more or less pressed down
by the latter, which in drying becomes tense.
When the child is to be nursed, the end of the
nipple should be wetted with a littie water.
The goldbeaýer's skin which covers it becomes
.soft and supple, allows the nipple to swell, and
protects the ulcer3 and fissures from the strain
of suction. The mother or wetnurse thus
suffers no pain, and the ulcers heal in a few
days.-Annaes de Gynécol.

ARTIFICIAL DIET OF INFANTS.

Dr. B. F. Dawson says :--" If artificial diet
be judiciously selected, therè is no reason why
a child should not thrive as well upon this kind
of nutriment as when its support is derived
from the mother's breast. No food is capable
of properly supporting an infant unless it pos-
sesses heat and fat-producing properties. Any
nourishment which does not come up to the
requirements of a liquid food having the proper
quality will produce intestinal troubles. What
nourishment are we to give? Is there any one
kind of nourishment which uniformly and per-
fectly supplies the place of breast-milk ? The
article which most perfectly answers all the re-
quirements, and can be trusted to furnish all
the elements of nutrition in the most digestible
form, is milk from some animal. The milk of

1 various animals varies to a certain extent in the
properties of its different constituents ; but
that froi the cow is the one which sbould ordi-
narily be used, and when properly prepared
may answer ail purposes. In its natural state
it is not a fit. article of food, and some article
must be added which will effect a proper dilu-
tion. Water is the article commonly added;
but by far the greater number of cases suffer in
consequence of its addition. The addition of
water alone does not improve the digestibility
of the casein, for it does not dilute it ; and
when milk is introduced into the stomach, dilu-
ted with water, the water is soon taken up and
the casein is left as undiluted and unchanged as
before the food was given. Nor does the addi-
tion of sugar make the coagula any more easy
of digestion; nor does skinming the milk act
beneficially, but, on the contrary, deprives it of
one of its most important constituents. Inas-
much as the mother's milk contains proportion-
ately more fat than othger milk, may it not be
true that the finer coagula which is formed,
when the mother's milk is introduced into the
stomach, is due to the presence of this fat ? and
would it net be better to use the milk as an
article of food, from which casein has been re-
moved, rather than use the milk- which has
been deprived of its cream ? It had been his

experience that this was the more proper course
to pursue. The admixture of farinaceous
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articles with the milk also leads to disastrous
cônsequences. There is one article, however,
which contains such small quantities of starch
that it can be used with very great success for

effecting a proper dilution of cow's milk, and
that is barley-water. Good cow's rmilk diluted
fromt one-third to one-half with barley-water
forms one of the best articles of food that can

be used for infants when it is necessary to bring
them up artificially. If barley cannot be ob-

tained, oatmeal may be substituted, and answers

nearly as good purpose. This article produces

a real -dilution of casein, and renders the

coagula mucli finer and more like the coagula
which is found in milk from the niother's

breast.-Obstetrical Journal.

PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF
MISCARRIAGES.

DR. A. W. EDIs states (Brit. Med. Journal)
that it bas been his lot to observe numberless
instances where miscarriage after miscarriage
has been allowed to take place without a vaginal

examination ever having been resorted to, or

any attempt made to ascertain the causal condi-
tion of this preniature expulsion of the ovum;
no instructions having been given to the patient
as to what precautions should be taken to avoid
similar catastrophes, no injunction as to resting
in the horizontal position, or living absque
marito until the process of involution has had
time to be adcomplished; in fact, the whole
affair being treated as if it were not worthy of
serious consideration by the practitioner, or of
any moment to the patient.

In a series of nearly 2000 cases of his own
hospital patients at all ages, where the facts
had been carefully recorded, there were no
fewer than Jli miscarriages compared with

4588 children born at full time-a proportion
of exactly one in four. This ratio Dr. Edis

finds to be as nearly as possible ihe sanie among

his private patients, the increased development

of the nervous system awong the upper and

iniddle classes compiensatiug for the diminished
risk from the accidents which affect the poorer
classes.

In the large majority of cases of miscarriage,
they will be found to be due to some deranged

state of the mother's health, or to some morbid
condition of the uterus or its appendages.
There are also many what may be called acci-
dental causes, such as blows, falls, sudden.
agitations from fright, &c., which disturb the
equilibrium of the circulation or strongly affect
the nervous systen. These are self-evident,
and will not be here further referred to, inas-
much as, beyond enjoining avoidance of all
unnecessary risks when patients are in the early
stage of pregnancy, we can scarcely regard
these as preventable causes. Dr. Edis is
anxious rather to direct attention to the unne-
cessary waste of life resulting from the frequent
recurrence of miscarriage in the same patient
where there is some deranged condition of the
uterus or its appendages : causes that may be
termed preventable.

The hope of preventing the recurrence of
miscarriage depends upon our tracing ont-
what in every case exists-the efficient causa
of it.

MANAGEMENT oF PREMATURE CHILDREN.-
Dr. Ahfield, in the Aîrchiv. für Gynékologie,
Band viii., says that cases occurring in the
practice of others and in bis own have provec
to hin that premature infants ordinarily re-
garded as non-viable may, under favourable
circumstances and assiduous care, live and
thrive. He gives examples in which children
born at the twenty-sixth week were preserved
alive. Immediately after birth, the child nust-
be wrapped in cotton and placed in a warm

bath, so as to impart to it the heat which it is

unable to produce in sufficient quantity. The-

baths, which should be soiewhat warmer than

usual, must be frequently repeated. Great

importance is attached to awaking the child

regularly every one or two hours in order

to feed it. As long as it does not suck, milk

(wotnan's is the best) must be given to it by a

teaspoon. With a view to the better-develop- -

ment of the lungs and the movement of the

thoracie muscles, it should be excited to cry by
slight irritation. It is dangerous to bring such
children into the open air for several months

after birtb, as their air-passages are readily

affected.-Clinic, Jan. 8, 1876.-
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THE COTTON PESSARY.

BY R. A. PAGE, M.D., WASHINGTON, D.C.

[Abbreviated from an original communication to the
New Yorc Medical Journal, January, 1876.]

At a time when uterine disease is becoming
daily better understood, and more intelligently
and successfully treated, the inability té obtain
a form of uterine support which is of práctical
value is the source of a great deal of annoy-
ance to those whose practice, lille My own, is
largely composed of cases of this class. Among
the numerous inventions and improvements of

jessaries to which the attention of the profes-
sion is constantly called, I have been unable te
ficid one which could be used with comfort to
the patient. My mind being constantly exer-
-cised upon the subject, I have at last bit upon
one of form and material which, though ex-
tremely simple, seems, from the success I have
had in the use of it, to unite ail the qualities
long sought in vain in these instruments . . . .
It can be worn without discomfort, is elastic,
retains its proper position while yielding to the
motion of the body, is not au obstruction to the
passages of the bladder or rectum, and being
made of raw cotton, like the wads so much in
favour at present, can, like them, be medicated
to suit the requirements of various forms of
uterine disease.

The form of the instrument is that of a tiny
dumb-bell, i.e., a shaft with a bail on each end.
It is made in the following maner.-

For an instrument of the ordinary size re-
quired, take a piece of hard rubber rod, either
hollow or solid, the tbickness of a lead pencil,
and about one inch and a-half long. This may
be bent in any desired curve by running it
through the flame of an alcohol-lamp and mould-
ing with the fingers. The rod thus prepared is
laid upon a piece of cotton batting, about ten
inches long by eight wide ; the long edge must
be foldied over about au inch and a-half on each
side. The rod is then placed at the short edge
of the cotton and firrmly rolled the whole length
of the piece, after which it is wrapped in the
centre tightly with strong sewing silk for a
space of, about an inch and a-half, leaving a
soft, comosei)t. and elastic bail at- each end.

Over the wrapping I sew a piece of lint very
smoothly, with the nap outside, and the pessary
is complete.

In introducing the instrument with the Sims
speculum, the uterine extremity is placed in the
desired position, the other end is pushed up under
the arch of the pubis, and held there while the
speculum is removed. In this way it enables me

to efectively apply local remedies, combining
withl them a gentle and unirritating pressure,
which, in cases of capillary engorgement and
enlargement of the dervix, is of great value.
For the application of styptics in menorrhagia,
or flooding, it is an excellent tampon.

This pesiary can be retained two or three
days, and after its removal can be cleaned if

necessary. In cases of ante or retroversion, by
placing one of the ends of the instrument, after

it is anointed with glycerine carbolate, in the

anterior or posterior cul-de-sac, the uterus is

completely supported. In these cases it is best
for the physician to apply the pessary himself,
but one of its great advantages is, that in cases
of prolapsus the patient can soon learn to apply
it herself if 'she is properly instructed, thus
saving much of the tiihe and expense which a
proper treatment of these cases generally in-
volve.

ON THE ADVANTAGE OF MILK DIET IN AL-
BUMINURIA OF IPREGNANT WOMEN, AND ITS
INDICATION AS PREVENTIVE ,TEATMENT IN
EcLAMPIA.-Dr. Tarnier (in Le Progrès Médi-
cal No. 50, Dec. 11, 1875) recounts two in-

stances where milk diet succeeded perfectly in
relieving the cdema and albuminuria in two
pregnant women, no other treatment being. re-
sorted to The first day one litre of milk and
two portions of food were given ; the second
day two litres and one portion; the third three
litres and half a portion; the fourth and follow-
ing days, four litres or as mach as desired with-
out any other food.

In one to two weeks after the commence-
ment of this treatment, the albuininuria notably
decreased, and at length ceased entirely; the
patients being delivered of healthy living chil-

dren, and convalescing rapidly and perfectly.
-Ob1stetric Journal Suirmmary.
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~U~dcù~ ~ Rad. gentihn.-e; rad. zedoarioe; pip. cubeb.;
WARBURG-' TINCUEE.myrrb, eleot.; caruphor; t bolet. laricis; ana

WARBURG'S TINCTURE. unciam.
This anti-pyretic reiedy, which has attained The above ingredients are to be digésted

much celebrity, 'and the composition of which witl 500 oz. proof spirits in a water-bath for
was kept secret, has just been made public, in twelve heurs; thenexpressed, and added ten
a paper by Prof. Maclean, of the Netley Medi- ounces of disulphatG of quinine; the mixture
cal School, published in the Mfedical Times and to be replaced into the water-bath tili al
Gazette, of Nov. 13, 1875. quinine be dissolvei. The liquor, wlien cool,,

It will be seen," says Prof. Maclean, " that is to be filtered, ani is then fit for use.
quinine is the nost important ingredient in the The mode of administerin( it isas follows
formula, each ounce bottle containing nine
rains and a haf cf the alkaoid. Its presence alone n rvithotit dilution,er be

Th boeinrd ent re toe boel digee

lias been detected by every eemist -wb l was been evacuate by any conveient purgative,
aitbeiiptLed its analysis, and n'cver doubted by ail drink bein lithhed. In thrce heurs the
any inedical man cf experience wbo bas used ober haif of the btte is adniiistered il the
the tinctuire. _'Many will say ' after ail, this sane way. Soon aftrards, partcularly i

vaunted reedy is oiy quinine concealed inii a bot climates, profuise, but seldoa oxhaustin
farrago cf inert substances for pupases of perspihathen is produced. This las a streng
mystification.' To this objection my answer is: aromatie odour, which I have often detected
I have treated reinittent fevers of every degree
of severity, contracted in the jungles of the

Deccan and Mysore, at the base of mountain
ranges iii India, on the Coromandel coast, in
the pestilential highlands of the Northern Divi-

sion of the Madras Presidency, on the malarial
rivers of China, and in men brought to Netley
Hospital froin the swamps of the Gold Coast,
and I affirm that I have never seen quinine,
when given alone, act in the manner character-
istie of this tincture. And, although I yield
to no one in my high opinion of the inestimable

value of quinine, I have never seen a single

dose of it given alone, to the extent of nine
grains and a half, suffice to arrest an exacerba-

tion of remittent fever, niuch less prevent its

recurrence; wbile nothing is more common

han to see the sane quantity of the alkaloid

in Warburg's tincture bring about both results."

The following is the formula for its prepara-
tion :-

1 Aloes (Socotr.) libram; rad. rhei (East

India); sein. angelicoe; * confect. fect. damo-

cratis; ana uncias quatuor.
'Rad. helenii (s. enule); croci sativi; sem.

foenicul. ;t cret. proparat.; ana uncias duas.

This confection, which consists of an immense variety of
aromatic substances, was once officinal, and is to be found in
the London Pharnacopæia, 1740.

t Dr. Warburg informs me that this lugredient was added to
correct the otherwise extreinely acrid taste of 'the Tincture.
Many other substances were tried, but none answered so well as
prepared chalk.

about the patient and his room on the following
day. With this there is a rapid decline of
tenperature, imnediate abatenent of frontal
headacher-in a word, complete deforvescence-
and it soldom-happens that a second bottle is
required ; if so, the dose must be repeated as
above. In very adynamic cases, if the sweating
threatens ito prove exhausting, nourishment in.
the shape of beef-tea, with the addition of
Liebig's extract, and soue wine or brandy cf
good quality, may be required."

TREATMENT OF CHRONIC ALBUMENURIA.-In

the American Journal of fedical Sciences for

January, Dr. T. S. Sharpe of Natchez, Missis-
sippi, reports five cases of Chronic Albumenuria,
successfully treated with large doses of Iodide
of Potassium. The doses ranged from 10 to-

36 grains three times a day. The ages of the
patients were 22, 28, 58, 65 and 80 years
respectively. In all the albumen disappeared,
and apparently the bealth restored. In none
of the cases did the iodide produce the peculiar
unpleasant results attributed to large doses of
the remedy, but it invariably increased the

appetite and flow of urine. No patient admitted

a syphilitie taint. Dr. John C. Inge lias also

treated similar cases with similar results.

‡ This is the Polyporus Laricis (P. officiralis, Boletus purgans
or Larch Agaric), "formerly," says Pereira, "used as a drasti.
purgative, and still kept by the herbalist,"
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two and a quarter ounces. At the autopsy, no
trace of blood could be discovered in the trachea.
The heart was fatty, and weighed six ounces.
No lesions could be discovered in any of the
other viscera. A strong smell of ether vas
discoverable in the brain. The anæsthetic
employed was the purified ether manufactured
by Dr. Squibb.

ALL who knew him will read with deep
regret the announceruent of the death of Dr.
McArthur, which'occurred in Toronto, on Feb.
11 th. Dr. McArthur was an old U. C. College
boy, and matriculated in Arts, at Toronto
UJniversity, in 1864. He attended one year

Mr. R. Budenell Carter, in the Lancet, Aug. i Arts and then begaii bis medical course
7, 1875, contends " that ether is in all respects b o
as available and as effectual as chloroform; Iimself in honours at the annaa. Uiversity
secondly, that it is absolutely safe. I do not Examinations. He <raduated i 1869 and
believe that it bas ever destroyed life, nor do I settled i Stoney Creek, where lie soon obtained
believe it has any tendency to destroy it." a large practice.

" I fully believe in the-correctness of Dr. Joy
Jeffries' assertion, that, as long as the patient IN another column will le found an instruct-
receives air enough te prevent suffocation, you
could not destroy life by ether if you tried."

Mal apropo ofthe Mils murder case. We wis to cal
following report of death from ether. ese ant oit,

Did the patient receive air enoughb to prevent

'sffocation?1

DEATH FRoM ETHER.-Dr. Finnel presented WE are greatly obliged to Dr. Anson S.
the larynx of a patient who recently died at Fraser, of Sarnia, for a copy of the Miutes of
the Iomoeopathic Rospital while being oper- the Western and St. Clair ledical Association,
ated on for the reioval of a necrosed portion leld at Chatham, on Feb. 4tl. We regret
of the superior inaxilla: The only abnormality that they arrived too late for insertion this
noticed in the specimen was cedema of the montl. They will appear in the April
larynx. The history of the patient -was, that number.
he had suffered from necrosis of the maxilla,
and it was determined to remove the seques-
trum by operation. After having etherized the PRESENTATION TO Du. O'IRIELLY.-On Tues-
patient sufficiently, an incision was carried day evening, Feb. 8th, Dr. O'Rielly was enter-
through the lip, and extended in a semicircular tained by the Mayor aud Aldermen of Ramil.
direction over the upper jaw. . When the oper- ton at a dinner, and presented with an address
ationhad proceeded thus far, the patient becane and a valuable and handsome solic silver-plate
cyanosed -and died. It was suspected that service, on the occasion of lis leaving the
blood had passed into the trachea, and to remedy Hamilton Hospital to assume the position of
this the patient was held up by his heels, but Medical Superintendent to the Toronto General
-without effect. The time fron coniïencing the ospital. Dr. O'Reillys associates of the
administration of ether till death ensued was -Hamilton Medical Surgical Society preseitei
ten in ute.,Th, amount of ether used wvas hiiu with a iandsome -duock.
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To the Editor of the Canadian Journal of Medical Science.

LETTER FROM DR. WORKMAN ON THE
McCONNELL CASE.

SIR: I fear that in begging for insertion in
your columns of the following observations on the
deplorable and atrocious homicide, which has so
recently shocked, not only the citizens of Ha-
milton, but our entire community, I may be tres-
passing alike on your polite forbearance and your
valuable space. Never, perhaps, in this Do-
minion, granting that the culprit was a perfectly
sane and responsible member of society, was a
Imore deliberate and ferocious murder comnmitted,
than that of the lamented 7ames Nelson Mills,
by the hands of Michael McConn;ell. Universal
abhorrence of the crime, and an intense popular
desire for retaliative punishment of the perpetra-
tor, were the natural and usual outbursts in every
bosom in which the sacredness of human life, and
detestation of inhuman butchery, find lodgment.
But in the presence of an overbearing popular
commotion, or, as I feel almost tempted in the
present instance,from my standjoint, to designate
it, an epidemic frenzy, what assurance can we
have that the crime of Michael McConnell has
been weighed in -the balance of dispassionate,
sound, and adequately cultivated juJgment? In
the very outset I affirm, unhesitatingly and de-
libeiately, that neither the richly talented Judge
(of whose legal acquirements and personal worth
I have a very high opinion), nor the prosecuting
and defending counsel, nor the twelve apparently
respectable jurors before whon McConnell stood
on trial, possessed that knowledge of mental
disease which is essential to the formation of a
just and safe conclusion, in any case in which the
question of the prisoners sanity or insanity of
mind becones the supreme difficulty. The truth
is, the literature- of insanity is, to the entire com-
munity, outside the list of alienistic specialists,
and a portion of the profession of medicine, a
sealed book. Judges and barristers have neither
the time nor inclination to prosecute the study.
Their knowledge of mental disease is derived from
old nusty volumes, exhibiting in due succession
the conflicting deliverances of men who, devoid
of all j5ractical knowledge of insanity, have aro-
gated to, themselves the prerogative of oracular
intuition, and have bequeathed to their successors
an incongruous mass of legal precedents and
rulings, which have perplexed the most painstak-
ing and intelligent students.

The great Lord Brougham said, in relation to
the celebrated case of Bellingham, who assassi-
nated Mr. Percival, " he could conceive a person
whom Deity might not deem accountable, but
who might be perfectly accountable to human
laws." Was there a man on McConnell's jury
who would have assented to the verdict of geilty,
could lie only have conceived, or believed, that
God did not hold him accountable for the killing
of Mr. Mills ?

But Lord Broughan vas not content with the
above monstrous, if not semi-blasphemous, utter-
ance. He states that had the trial of Bellingham,
instead of being precipitated, been postponed, to
allow time for hearing evidence, clear proof of
the man's insanity, and the existence of msanity
in his family would have been given ; but he adds
with ineffable coolness, "no man doubted the re-
sult of the trial would have been precisely the
sanie, had the evidence been adduced." In other
words, though the jury might have believed the
prisoner to have been insane when he killed Mr.
Percival, and thàt " Deity might not hold him ac-
countable," yet, under the ruling of a British
Draco, he should be promptly sent to the gallows.

The divine Shakespeare tells us, in the person of
his honoured judge, Portia, that

" Earthly power doth then show likest God's,
Wlien mercy seasons justice.»

Lord Brougham's reasoning was not of this
order. According to his Lordship's conception of
human justice, not only should it never be tainted
with mercy, but it should even be divested of al
regard to facts. Bellingham killed Percival in the
presence of many witnesses. Popular abhorrence
was aroused. The culprit could not, did not deny
the fact. When asked why he did it, he replied,
"Oh, do it, that was perfectly irievitable ; there was
no wrong at all in it; I could not help it."

Could Michael McConnell help killing James
Nelson Mills? That is the question of questions?
Every peaceable, orderly Christian man, speaking
from the promptings of his own self-consciousness,
and in cognizance of the facts adduced by the
prosecution, will, no doubt,, say that he mzigt
have helped it if he wozeld. But ý every man is,
fortunately, not Michael McConnell, and before
pronouncing rashly on the criminal's power of
willing, every man should endeavour to compre-
hend exactly the condition of his mind at the.
time of committing the crime. A recent very
celebrated writer, Dr. Mandesley, in a valuable
treatise, entitled, "Responsibility in Mental Dis-
ease," when treating of- " Erroneous popular and
legal notions," uses the following 'language
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"Were the observer, whether casual or skilled, to
reside for some length of time in an asylum, and
thus to make himself practically acquainted with
the ways, thoughts,- and feelings of its inmates,
he would certainly discover how great a mistake
it is to suppose, as is often done, that they are
always so alienated fron themselves and from
their kind, as not to be influenced by the same
motives as sane persons in what they do or for-
bear to do. When an insane person is on his
trial for some criminal offence, it is commonly
taken for granted by the lawyers that if an ordi-
nary motive for the act, such as anger, revenge,
jealousy, or any other passion, can be discovered,
there is no ground to allege insanity, or, at any
rate, no ground to allege exemption from respon-
sibility by reason of insanity.

The ideal madman whom the law creates is
supposed to act without motive, or from such mo-
tives as it enters not into the head of a sane per-
son to conceive; and if some one who is plainly
mad to all the worid, acts from an ordinary mo-
tive in the perpetration of an offence, he is pre-
sumed to have acted sanely and with full capa-
city of responsibility. No greater mistake could
well be ma.de.

Such is the opinion of a man of very extended
experience, and of superior capacity of obser-
vation.

In a subsequent part of his book Dr. Mandesley
says: "There are few persons engaged, in the
study and treatment of insanity who have not
like Esquirol, begun by doubting the existence of
real impulsive insanity ; there are none who, after
having had a large enough experience, have not,
like him, been compelled to abandon their doubts.
To those who judge by the experience of a sane
self-consciousness, and so prejudge the facts, it
seems an indonceivable state of mind, or at any
rate, it seems inconceivable that a person in such
a state of mind should not have the power to
control the insane impulse ; to those who form
their conclusion from observation and experience
of the facts of the disease, and so interpret theni
fairly, no doubt of its existence is finally possible."

Dr. Mandesley next proceeds to detail some
cases confirmative of his views.

A most instructive and able paper, on transi-
tory mania, from the pen of Dr. Edward Jarvis,
a gentleman who has devoted a long lifetime to
the study and treatniént of insanity, was published
in the American 7ournal of ,isanity for July,
1S69. It happened that very. shortly. after my
receipt of that number, I was called as an expert
witness to a Country Assizes, in the case of the
murder of a woman by ber husband. I travelled
in the same railway carriage with the legal gentle-
man who was engaged for the defence. . put the
journal into his hands. He was struck with ad-
miration of the force and clearhess of Dr. Jarvis's
produëtion', and in his address to the jury he ven-
tured to read a passage which bore directly on the
case then irÉ-hand. He was instantly.stopped, by
the .judge, who expressed his astonishment that
so emmient a lawyer shhld attemépt to quoté to a
jury:from so worthless a publiëàtion., He niight
have quoted bythe bushiel thé vererated and ever
yarying: , deliverances of the -oracles of British
jurisprudehce, propounded from beneath the co-

lossal wigs ; but to appeal to the matured know-
ledge of a man whose reputation as an experienced
and deep-thinking alienist is of well-merited fame,
wherever insanity and its human treatment have
become subjects of national interest and Christian
consideration, was an offence unendurable in a
court of British justice ; consequently the advo-
cate was doomed to dumbness.

In my evidence, I ventured the expression of
opinion, that the enormity of the crime, and its
unnatural character, appeared to me suggestive of
mental alienation in its perpetrator. For this
frank ebulition of latent conviction, I was, as a
inatter of course, duly, though very tenderly, cen-
sured by his Lordship. The jury, however,
declared the prisoner insane. He was afterwards
committed, under proper legal warrant, to my
charge. For more than a year after his entrance
into the asylum, he was regarded as not insane by
all my assistants, and I was myself often tempted
to think that I had done a wrong act in saving him
from the gallows-so troublesome and vexatious
was his conduct. Time justified me-long before
I retired from the asylum, all question of the
man's mental unsoundness had vanished. Since
the occurrence of his insanity and crime, a nephew
has been known to me as a nefarious idiot, and
two brothers as lunatics and drunkards. One of
the latter died in the gaol at Guelph quite recently,
in the night, after an apparently epileptic seizure.

Dr. Jarvis, in the paper mentioned, reproduces
from the vritings of numerous eminent alienists,
details of flagrant acts of homicide committed by
insane persons, in vhose trials the question of their
truc mental condition was very Izeenly côntested.
It is utterly impossible to read these cases without
indentifying in the details, several most important
coincidences between the facts given and those
which were established in the évidence furnished
iii MIcConnell's trial. It would, hovever, be too
large an encroachment on the columns of a jour-
nal, to introduce them in this communication, I
must, therefore, be content with a compressed
statement of the general conclusions arrived at by
Dr. Jarvis and the distinguishec authorities
quoted by hip1.

Dr. Ray, vhose treatise on " the Medical Juris-

prudence of Insanity," has commanded the high
respect and approval of every experienced alienist
in America and Europë, says "' Insane impulses
often come on very suddenly, and appear to be
uncontrollable." Again, " Cries are sometimes
observed in insanity, where the force of the dis-
order seems to expand itself in a single moment,
or upon some particular occasion."

" The calmness of the defendant after the
homicidal act is in accordance with general
experience."

Dr. Bell, (the late) an alienist of the very highest
reputation and worth, in relation to the same case,
said ; " It is a well settled fact, that after proxysms
of violence, the insane often appear calm and,
tranquil.?'
: Dr Woodtvard, another alienist. of, well estab-

lished. repute, said.: " The calmness of, the
defendant after the act coincides with common

experience."
Esquirol, whose treatise on insanitý has inmor-
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talized his name, and shed an enduring lustre on
thd medical literature of France, has written thus

"Some monomaniac homicides, after the act,
appear to be relieved of all agitation and dist-ess.
They are calmn, without regret. -They contem-
plate their victims with coolness, and sometimes
with a sort of satisfaction.'" I might go on in
-citations, from the highest authorities sufficient to
filn columns of your journal, but no ieflecting or
unprejudiced ,reader will be so éxacting as to
demand the trespass on your space, or the un-
necessary infliction on your correspondent. If,
however, I may, without exposure to the impeach-
ment*,of egotism, adduce my own, almost grave
experience in relation to homicidal· purpose and
violent 'erpetration of injury, I can state that
twice during my asylum residence I was provi-
dentially saved from a fatp similar to that of Mr.
Mills, and from exactly the same sort of weapon.
If, in your court-house I could have managed, on
sight of the McConnel knife, to summon up so
theatric a shiver as one of the female witnesses
displayed, I -might excusably have done so ; but
it did not occur to me thus to justify Government
for the bestowal on me of a dangerous retiring
allowance. . Twice more:I escaped from serious,
though not murderous attacks, but with bodily
injuries which must painfully hang on, to the
grave.

theory of the culprit's insanity, were established in
evidence.

First, The infliction of a.fracture of his skull
two or three years before the murder.

Secondly, The existence of insanity, (or perhaps
idiocy),'in a blood relative-a cousin.

The prosecuting counselas no doubt he com-
placently felt in duty bdund, affected to regard the
first fact as itterly insignificant in the decision·of
McConnells mental state. My evidénce as I now
read it in thé newspapërs, appears to ime to have
been imperfectlÿ; and in some parts incorrectly
reported ; but fhe prosecution asked me so many
strange random' questions, that it was- almost im-
possible to frame rational or pertinent answers.
For example; he demanded from me a defnition
of insanity, ignorant, doubtless, of'the fact, that all
the aathors most competent to define the malady,
have declared themselves unable to give one that
will embrace the whole subject. Experienced
alienists, and eminent writers on insanity, have
carefully avoided this perilous dogmatism. No
mortal ever scanned the depths and shoals, the
dark caves, and deep labyrinths of -the human
mind so thoroughly as Shakspeare, nor bas any
writer ever depicted the workings of the disordered
brain so truthfully ; and never spoke philosopher
more wisely than he makes the babbling Polonius
to do, when he tells the Queei that

Did my intending assassins, or my actual assail-
ants, ever express or feel regret for their premedi- What is't b et to rue oting ebut mad."tated or achieved inflictions ? Not the sligbtest;
nor did I ever feel the slightest inclination or Definitions of insanity have indeed been vouch-
desire to retaliate, for I regarded their thoughts safed by oracles of the long robe, whose knowledge
and deeds as the promptings of insanity-at least of the disease has been learnied, as at one time was
I so did in-the cases of three. The fourth, how- that of anatoniy by army surgeons, on ithe fiéld of
ever, having already been a murderess-a convict battle. Much blood lias been fatally shed by both
from the Peniténtiary,-I never believed to be these orders of explorers.
insane ; and I had, before ber concealment of the The leatned courisel also insisted on my furnish-knife, taken steps for her remand back to penal ing a definition of a licid interval, and lookedimprisoanment. - As to the other three. I took good daggers at me when I declined. He knew notcare to have them well watched, and I watched that a lt.id interval, as defined by his own high-them myself very circumspectly. est authorities, is a perfect theoretic fiction, and is

Now, I ask,· with all seriousness, and with the treated with contempt or ridicule by every able
most respectful consideration of outraged popular writer or insanity. And what in the name of the.sentiment, did not the clearly established fact of eighth wonder of the world had a lucid interval to
McConnell's cool and brutal indifference after his do with McConnell's case? 'Was not the very
butchery of Mr. Mills, most potently sway the entertainment of the notion a manifest abandon-
ninds, not only of the outside multitude, but of ail ment of the theory of the prisoner's sanity? 'To
within the court, not excluding the jury, nor even return, however, to the subject of the skull fracture.
the judge on the bench ? And yet that very This injury was clearly established by the evidence" cool and brutal indifference," would, alone, had of Dr. Reid. I detected it on my very first glance
bis jury consisted of such enlightened and experi- at the prisoner's head, and every juror might, from
enced men as Esquirol, Ray, Bell, Woodward, the box, have perceived the prominent ridge above'
Jarvis-men who have studied mental disease in the left eyebrow, which now proclaims the seat of
the living book, walking daily and. life-long injui-y; Dr. Reid swore the skull was both frac-
among its unfortunate subjects-have hardly failed tured and depressed. Will any experienced
to determine their decision, and that decision surgeon allege that so serious a lesion would be
vould have been very different from the verdict unlikély to result, some time, near or remote, in

rendered by iMIcConnell's jury, and applauded by formidable cenbral disturbance, or calanitous
the judge. But it would be, if not wrong, perliaps mental overthrow? If any such is to be found; I
very dangerous to society, and in my opinion very would strongly advise him to go back to the class-
unjust to the convict, to rest the assumption of his rooms ; for he must either have inuch to learn, or
mental disease on the preceding consideration to unlearn. Almost every-vriter on insanitydwells
solely. It is quite unnecessary to do so. with strong eiphasis on the causal relation of all

Two corroborative facts which I regard, and sÔrts" f injuries to the head, to insanity; I have
every medical alienist, as well as. every thoroughly introducëd the observations of only a fev.
educated, medical practitioner, unquestionably D)r. Rush, of Philadelphia; one of "the brightést
regard, as of overwhelniing value in support of the ornàments of medicine, writing 6o years ago, " On
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the Diseases of-the Mind," treats of leisons of the
brain in the tollowing terms : "Between lesions of
the brain, and the existence of madness, there is
sometimes-an interval of several years. ,A young
man died in the Pennsylvania Hospital in the year
1809, who became - deranged. at twenty-one, in
consequence of a contusion on his head by a fal
from his horse in the fifteenth year of his age. A
Mr. - died of madness in the same-place, from
an injury done to his brain by being thrown out
of. his chair between two and three years before he
discovered any signs of derangement. It ·is
remarkable that injuries show themselves more
slowly in the brain than in-any other parts of the
body. Dr. Lettsom, of London, mentions a case
in the memoirs of the London Medical Society, of
a disease in the brain caused by a fall from a
horse, which-did not discover itself until two and
twenty years after the occurrence. So niuch for
Dr. Rush.-

I now proceed to quote from letter writers. Dr.
Prichard, the author of a very valuable treatise or,
insanity, writing in 1837, makes the following
observations on " Injuries of the Head :"

" Injuries of the head are rmuch more frequently
causes of delirium than of insanity ; but instances
are well known in which they include the latter'
affection, generally as a remote consequence of
delirium."

Several cases of this description have occurred
within my own knowledge. In some instances mad-
ness has been observed to supervene to injuries of
the head which appeared to be slight, and occa-
sioned at first little or no apprehension. Mr.
Esquirol is of opinion that insanity occasioned by
this 'cause 'ensues sometimes after an interval of
several years. This writer mentions the case of a
child who fell on its head when three years old ;
he complainedfrom liat time' ofpains in his head;
about the time of puberty these pains increased,
and at seventy years of age he became maniacal.,

There are instances it which a slighttpeculiariiy
of character, not amounting ta insaniy, 'has re-
mained long, and Perhaps througih the life of the
indiviaual who has sustained a severe injury of
the head. Sonietimes this constitutes a kind of.
moral insanity; the temzper is more irritable, the

feelings are less under restraint than pbreviously.>
I have italicised the above words because they

appear to me to bear directly on the case of
McConnell, and because they exactly accord -with
ny observance. During -my service in the
Asylum, I had in charge- many cases of insanity'
consequent on injuries of the head, and I was con-
sulted in many outside -cases of similar character.
One remarkable case in the asylum was that of a
man whose skull was cleft with an axe ten years
before his admission. This man's insanity crept
on gradually. In 'the end it assumed a character
of intense ferocity, on any unfortunate occasion of
irritation, or crossing. After several years' asylum
residence he died, not from brain disease, but
tuberculdus consuiùption. The /'ost- mortem
showed -that a bit of the axe had been buried in
the brain down to the floor of one of thej*nternal
ventricles. We lived in constant, dread of his
furious outbursts. He would not suffer any one
to touch his head, over the seat of the injury.

Forbes Winslow, whose celebrity' as an acute

expert is well known, alluding to injuries of the
head in connection. with insanity, speaks thus:
"Do we estimate in a manner commensurate
with its grave and vital importance the nece9sity
of watching, with the most scrupulous care, the
cerebr'I symptoms that -follow ail mechanical
injuries to the head ? I am satisfied that a vast
amount of organic, chronic, incurable direase of
the brain, and disorder ofý the mind can be
directly traced to this cause.

"In many cases positive and undoubted eviden-
ces of disease of the brain arepresent wtthout
exciting a suspicion as to the cerebral origin of the
affection, or character of the symptoms. A man
receives a blow on the head. He may suffer fron
partial concussion of the brain or be merely
stunned. He recovers without any apfarent in-
conveniences from the injury, but subsequently
head symptoms exhibit themselves, clearly the
consequence of the injury 'which the brain has
sustained many years previously."

Dr. Blanford, a recent high authority, says
It frequently happens that men who bave

received blows on thehead are driven to a state of
frenzy or manià, by slight causes, which would
produce little or no effect on an uninjured and
healthy brain, such as a very. small amount of
drink, or trivial matters exciting anger or grief.
Fromt such transient attacks patients recover and
retucrn to their normal state of egieipoise, to be
thrown off their balance again by sone otier dis-
turbing event."

Professor Schlagev, of Vienna, found on investi-
gation of the causes of insanity ii 500 lunatics,
that " the disease was produced in 49 by injury of
the brain. In 21 there had been complete con-
sciousness after the accidents; in 16 some insen-
sibility, and confusion of ideas; in 12 simple dull
headache. In 19 cases the mental disorder came
on in the course of a year after the injury, but not
till much later in many others, and in 4 cases after
more than ten years. In most of the cases the
patients were disposed to congestion of the brain
and emotional disturbance from .the time of the
injury, on taking a moderate quantity of spirituous
liquor ; frequently there was singing in the ears,
or difficulty of hearing ; and very commonly the
disposition was changed, and the patient, was
prone to outbursts of anger, or excesses."

I might go on in quotaions from additional
authorities in support of the testimony given by
me on McConnell's trial, but surely the labor is
uncalled for., Those who wlll not be convinced by
the selections here given, could not be reached by
a pyramid of corroborations. The reporter for
the Globe has represented me as saying, "the
actions of the prisoner on the morning of the
crime appear to me to be those of a person who
was not in sound mind,"-so far quite correctly;
but when lie adds " I do not swear that," lie surely
was in error. 1 had just swomn t/tai because I
believed thai. How then, .or why, should '1, in
next breath, unswear it? Either he was in a cloud,
or I was. I am quite unconscious of having so
spoken.-

And now<after careful retrospection and calm
deliberatin·' I reiterate my expression of belief,
that 'Michael McConnell, on the.morning: of the
murder of Mr. Mills, was in a state f unsound-
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mind, and I ýadd to this, that for a considerable
time before he was not truly sane.

Let us soberly analyse his whole case. Heredi-
tpry insane taint was, I think, established. The
history of 125 cases of homicide committed by
insane persons placed in the New York State
Lunatic Asylum, from 1843 to 1875, shows a very
considerable proportion of the number to have been
of hereditary derivation.

The blow which fractured the skull must have
been of great force. It was .struck, there is suffi-
cient reason to believe, by a burglar, or some
person who intended to take McConnell's life. It
is much to be regretted that Dr. Reid's evidence
on the gravity of the case, the subsequent symp-
toms and his treatment, was not more extended.
Dr. Reid swore that there was depression of bone
with the fracture. The former must have been re-
lieved or the patient would soon have died, unless
the wound was open, and thus allowed free escape
of blood, or other effused fluids. If the latter was
the fact, the brain and its covering membranes
must have been d.angerously injured. But, what-
ever may have been the original facts, I think no
one who reads the citations I have given from the
writings of experienced and able alienists, can
doubt that very serious mental derangement might
at some future time be presented.

McConnell's addiction to the study of Phre-
nology might pass as undeserving of consideration,
had it been evinced by any other man carrying an
uninjured brain ; yet, may we not fairly ask the
question, wvhether such a study, or any other of a
scientific character, is so usual among butchers as
not to be regarded as a significant psychological
manifestation ? Whilst his trade associates were
chafflng and sky-larking around their neighboring
stalls, there sat, behind his counter, the man with
the fractured skull, poring over phrenological,
journals and charts, and exulting in the discovery
that his own head was the most perfect one ever
formed. I might be persuaded that this divergence
from the beaten track of butcher life, was but a
normal eccentricity or a constitutional idiosyncrasy,
would my questioner be so accommodating as to
wipe out the skull fracture history, and obliterate
that bone ridge in McConnell's forehead.

I have already, in my own social circle, and
largely outside of it, had abundant proof, that to
adduce, as even suggestive indication of McCon-
nell's mental unsoundness, the shudder-compelling
ferocity and sanguinary persistency, with which he
assailed and followed up his helpless victim, is but
to evoke an almost universal outburst of denuncia-
tion ; but all such exhibitions of writhing human
passion must be encountered with cultivated
equanimity, and unswerving fortitude. Why
should it be expected that homicide perpetrated by
an insane man or woman, should not be character-
ized by unusual ferocity ? They who allow this
manifestation to overpower calm or considerate
judgment, are but meagrely read in the histories
of insane homicides. Dr. Ray, the eminent alien-
istic jurist whom I have already cited, contras-
tively, in this relation, thus expresses himself :

"The crbninal never sheds more blood than is
necessary ýfor the attainment of his -object ; the
homicidal monomaiac often sacrifices all within

his reach to the craving of his murderous pro-
pensity."

"The criminal lays plans for the execution of
his designs ; time, place, and weapons are all
suited to his purpose ; and when successful, he
either flies from the scene of his enormity, or
makes efforts to avoid discovery. The homicidal
monomaniac, on the contrary, for the most part,
consults none of the usual conveniences of crime ;
he falls 'upon the object of his fury, oftentimes
without the most proper means for accomplishing
bis purpose ; and perhaps in the presence of a
mltitude, as if expressly to court observation; and
then voluntarily surrenders himself to the con-
stituted authorities. When, as is sometimes the
case, he does prepare the means,'and calmly and
deliberately executes bis project, bis subsequent
conduct is still the same as in the former instance."

The preceding words are not the deliverances of
a man who knev not whereof he spoke: they are
the deliberate declarations of one of the most en-
lightened and largely experienced writers that has
ever enriched the literature of insanity.

Did McConnell select the best time, place and
weapon, for the consummation of his crime ? ' He
assailed Mr. Mills in broad daylight, before the
eyes of numerous onlookers. He inflicted numer-
ous stabs with a knife, whilst he had, at the very
time; a seven-chaibered revolver, fully loaded, in
his pocket. He had carried that revolver con-
stantly, ever since the murderous attack on him-
self; when his *skull was broken. Would not a
deliberate sane murderer have chosen the darkness
of night, some secluded spot, and his sure-killing
revolver ? It can not be necessary to say here a
word on McConnell's coolness and indifference
after the homicide. These I regard, as I am sure
every asylum physician, and every well-read culti-
vator of alienistic science would regard them con-
vincingly corroborative of all the other evidences
of insanity exhibited in the case.

Before closing this already too long communica-
tion, allow me to recall the attention of your
readers to the case of Topping, who was last year
convicted of the murder of his wife and four chil-
dren. If I remember aright, nearly the whole of
the evidence bearing on his mental condition, with
the exception, of that of Dr. Landor, Medical
Superintendent of the London Asylum, negatived
the presence of insanity, at any time. 1 have this
morning received a letter from Dr. Dickson, Medi-
cal Superintendent of the Rockwood Asylum, in
which Topping is now lodged, in which he says,
" I believe Topping to be insane without any man-
ner of doubt." 'I know not whether the Judge
before whom Topping was tried, expressed his ap-
proval of the verdict of the jury ; but, I believe
that only for the presence of Dr. Landor at the
trial, the convicted wretch would have been hanged.
I could adduce a few other instances, illustrative
of the absence of infallibility, both on the bench
and in the jury box, but I do not deem the present
a propitious occasion for such. observations. It
has often been urged on me that for the benefit of
medical students, a course of clinical instruction
in our large insane a'sylums should be afforded. I
concur in this opinion ; but I am proud to be able
to say, that however trivial may be the knowledge
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of insanity possessed by the practitioners of nedi-
cine, I neyer kh;é, during my 2"Yèa? of seivice,
a single instânce of wrongful commitment cf a
patient, under the usuaUcertifiAcates of insanity, by
duly qualified physicians.

It is not, believe me, the medical profession that
pre-eminently stands in need of rational instruction
on insanity. Many a victim' of petriîfied legal

ignorance might have been rescued from the
.gallows, had the gentlemen of the bar undergone
a befitting practical training in the science of men-
tal diseàse.' I am, very respectfully, etc.,

JOSEPH WORKMAN, M.D.,
Late Medical Superintendent of the Toronto

Asylum for Insane.

Toronto, Feb. 10, 1876.

P.S.-Within the past three days I have been
consulted in two cases of mental disease conse-
quent on injuries to the head, sustained in one case,
that of a man 35 years old, very many years ago ;
and in the second four or five years ago, from the
blow'of a slung-shot on the forehead. My prog-
nosis in both is most unpromising.

I have just cut from the Toronto Globe of the
5th inst., the following scrap:

'? Gen. Thomas Benton Smith, of Nashville, who
displayed great courage in the Confederate army,
and received a sabre stroke on the head, has be-
c:a<, hopelessly insane. A few days ago he grew
thoroughly wild, and imagining himself to be the
Indian emperor of America, mounted his horse,
armed himself with bow and arrows, and rode
around attacking every one he met. He sent a.
steel arrow-head into the leg of his cousin, and
when pursued fled to the hills and was captured
only with great difficulty."-J. W.

To the Editor of the oANADIAN JoURNAL OF MEDICAL SCENCE.

LACK OF PROFESSIONAL ESPRIT-DE-
CORPS.

SiR.-It is a matter of surprise and regret to me
to see Medical men writing to the Globe on Medi-
cal subjects. The action of the Globe towards the
profession has been such that I and many others
have written to the Manager withdrawing our
niames from its list of subscribers and stating our
reasons. A fortiori I fail to understand how men
ean quietly pocket the insulting epithets and
remarks lately made by the Globe and signify their
friendly appreciation and support by discussing
nuedical natters in its colímns.

I am yours, &c.,
W. O.

A CURIOUS CASE OF VESICAL CAL
CULUIS.

Reported by fr. Jessop.

Thomas D-, aged thirty-eight, was ad-
mitted to the Toronto General Hospital, under
the care of Dr. Aikins, December 2nd, 1875,
complaining of severe pain in the neck of the

bladder, and in the perineal region. The pain
was aggravated by riding over a rough road, or

by doing anything which jarred the pelvis vis-

cera. The pain was especially acute in the

g1ns penis after urination. The patient gives

the following account of the origin of his

trouble.-
About the commencement of last March he

ýwas once in a state of deep intoxication, remain-

ing in an almost unconscious condition for some

hours. After recovering from the effects of the

liquor, he felt a severe pain in tbe bladder

and urethra, especially after passing water.

About a week after, a friend, hearing him com-

plain of pain, said lie heard two men talking

about passing the stem of a tobacco pipe into

his (the patient's) penis when he was sleeping

under the influence of liquor. Since April the

pain has continually increased in severity, so

much so that he could scarcely sit or lie down.

He had frequent desire to micturate, passed

mucus streaked with blood, also a large quantity

of white sediment. He vvas under treatment

during the summer but did -not receive much
benefit.

After admission into the Hospital a sound

was introduced into the bladder, and a calculus

discovered. Several attempts were imade to

crush 'the calculus by means of the lithotrite,

but without success. It was then decided to

perform the operation of lithotomy, which was

successfully done by Dr. Aikins, January 221id,
1876, when an oval-shaped calculus was remov-

ed, consisting of concentric layers of uric acid

formed around a gutta-percha pipe steiu, wÈiich

latter acted as a nucleus for the depositidiiôf

urinary sedinient. • It was about threè lnches

long, and ve¼ an inch in diameter in tie fick-

est part, tapering towards its extremities.«
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A fter the operation, the patient made a rapid
recovery, being ablle to pass his urine through
the uretbra in eight days. No bad symptomas
followed, and at present (February 12) the pa-
tient is ready to be discharged, cured.

OBSCURE ABDOMINAL TUMOUR.

Reported by Mr. McDonnagh.
Francis K- , aged 27, born in Canada,

was admitted into the Hospital Februaiy 10th,
1876, under the care of Dr. Cassidy. In May,
1874, the patient had his left hand injured by
a circular saw, whereby he lost all his fingers
and a part of the metacarpal bone of the little
finger. After amputation the wounds never
healed properly, and have not done so up to the
present time. In February, 1875, previous to
vhich time his general health had been good,

he observed a slightly indurated swelling in the
lower part of ti abdomen, attended with some
pain. After this period his general bealth be-
came poor and he lost weight rapidly. The
pain, whici extended over the whole abdomen,
was increased after taking food. Iowever, in
three or four months after the first symptoms
appeared, that is in June, the pain weni away
and the general heath improved. In August
all the old symptoms returned with increas-
ed severity, and have so continued to the
present. In the middle of September a small
inflamed nodule appeared near the umbilicus,
which broke, and pus in large quantities has
since come away from it.

At present the swelling extends from the
umbilicus downwards to Poupart's ligament on
either side, but feels hard towards the right
side. A probe can be passed in some directions
five or six inches, between the walls of the ab-
domen. The patient experiences severe pain
on taking food, but the tumour is not tender
on pressure. He is considerably reduced, but
does not show any particular cachexia He bas
had diarrh<ea constantly since the commence-
ment of the disease.

On February 12th a consultation of tie staff
was held with regard to the case, hen the diag-
nosis was made of abcess inth walls of the al-
domen, but the question as to whether the in-
duration is due to malignant disease or to simple
inflammation was not determiied..

MEETINGS OF MEDICAL SOCIETIES
ANI ASSOCIATIONS.

SAUGEEN AND BRoCK MEDICAL AssOCIATION.
-At a numerously attended meeting of med-
ical men of the territorial division of Saugeen
and Brook, held at the Queen's Hotel, Guelph,
on the 27th inst., Dr. Clarke, the medical re-
presentative, in the chair, it was resolved that
a medical association for this territorial division
be formed; the representative, Dr. Clarke, be-
ing President; and Dr. L. Brook, General Sec-
retary and Treasurer. After the transaction of
other business it was moved by Dr. Orton, of
Fergus, seconded by Dr. Cameron, of Owen
Sound, that the tariff which has been undor
consideration be the tariff of fees for the Terri-
torial Division of Saugeen and Brock, and that
the following gentlemen are requested to obtain
the signatures of all the medical men in this
division : Drs. Orton and Wallace, for the
Centre and North Ridings of Wellington; Dr.
Brook, for the South; Dr. Cameron, for the
county of Grey; Drs. Bingham and Walmsley,
for Waterloo ; and Drs. Morton and McConkey,
for Simcoe ; the Secretary to obtain the neces-
sary copies for that purpose. Moved by Dr.
Orton, seconded by Dr. Wallace, that Drs.
Herod, Keating and McCullough, with the
President and Secretary, be a committee to,
whom all questions relating to the necessary
working of the Associatioft be referred. It
was also resolved that in all life insurance ex-
aminations in which the amount exceeds one;
thousand dollars the fee for Canadian Compan-
ies should be $4, foreign $5.

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE HAMILTON

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SOCIETY.-The annual
meeting of the above Society was held last-
evening at the Royal lotel; Dr. Isaac Ryal],
the President of the Society, presided.

The Secrétary of the Society, Dr. 0. O'Reilly,
being about to remove from this city to Toronto,
after presenting his' annual report for the year
1875, tendered his resignation of thé office of
SecretaryTreasrer which le had hld since

ithe year 187Q.
It was then moved by Dr. Case, seconded by

.Dr. Rosebrugh, and resolved, That the report of
the SecrtarYr asurer be adopted, and that



the cordial thanks of the Society are due to
Dr. O'Reilly for his long and valuable services,
and that the Society joins heartily in wishing
the Doctor every success in his new spliere of COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF
labour. ONTARIO.-To the Hon. Oliver Mowat, At-

The election of officers for the year 1876 was torney-Oeneral, Prime Minister of Ontario :
then held, and resulted as follows: Dr. Mac- Sir : At a meeting held this da:y of the Sub-
donald, President; Dr. Leslie, Vice-President; Committee of the Executive Committee of the
ýand Dr. Woolverton, Secretary-Treasurer. College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario,

Moved by Dr. Mullen, seconded by Dr. I received instructions to express to you the
White, and carried unanimously, That the deep disappointment feit by the Comniittee and
thanks of the Society be tendered to the retir- probably by the wbole Medical Profession in
ing officers (Dr. Ryall, President; and Dr. i o
George Macklean, Vice-President) for their brouglitbefore the Legisiature, entitled "An
services during the past year. Act to Provide for the Paymeat of Witnesses

The meeting then adjourned.-Eamilo for the Crown more adequate provisioi
Tiles. made for the remuneration of Medical Wit-

HALIFAX COU1rY MEDICAL SOCIETY.-The nesses for the imprtant services which they
followving seale of fees bas been adopted by the perfori for the publie in criminal cases.
Halifax Coupnty Medical Society Section 2 of the Bihl provides, that the reun-

Ordinary Fees.-Fee for ordinary visit, from eration of any witnesses soau not exceed that
$1 to $5. Night visit-from 10 p.m. to 7 a.bm., payable to the like witnesses in civil cases

-four times an ordinary visit. before the Superior Courts. y ponm referring te
Consultation. - Fee for consultation - irst the " Common Law arocedure At, Consol.

visit fro $5 to $20m; subsequent consultation Statues f . C., cap xrxe.," it appears that
to be charged as ordinary visits. Barristers tand Attorneys, Physicians and

0alice Consultation.-Offce consultations to "Surgeons, when called upon te give evidence
Obe carged the same as visits. Special consulta- "in consequence of any professinal service ren-

tion for an opinion, from $2 te $10. "dered, or to give professional opinions, are
-idwifery.- iniurnfee $10 (payablewhen allowed £1. Os. d. per diem, and in the case

attendance ceases); maximum $50. Instru- "of their being required te travel over ten
oental and ve tedieous cases additional. "miles, one shilling per mile, ue onsay."

Surge7j.ý - Operations frein $5 te $300. was dixected te point eut te yen that in civil
Venereal affections, frein $5 te $20 for 6rst cases the remuneration of both Legal and

,office consultation. Subs.equent consultations Medical witnesses is generally a mtter of
bect less tha $1. special agreement, and evenaShen it is net: th

iscellaneous.- Travelling, $1 per mile- fees allowed are always very much higlier than
/detention or-er night, net less than $20. Vac- the rate mèntioned in the Act quoted. The
cination, not less than $1. Advice by lette, Committee hoped, therefore, that yo $wou1d
n it less tha $5. Post-morte exaination- be kind enugh se te modify your Bill as te
by request-frem $5 te $20. Studentrs fe- admit the follwing as eue of its sections:
in advande-not less than $200, Evidence IEverv duly qualified Medical Practitioner in
before a coroner's jury-by law. Post-mortem Ontari, if sumoned te give proessional
examinatien y order of oronerby law. evidence at any inquest,crimi2a0 trial, or in-

certfi cates.-By e qder of corporation $5 ; vestigation of a riminal nature, shah, upon tue

ýo uay 5;frlf suacnot- less tha 

cna ,Cronèr, Juge, Police Magistrate, ustice of
$2 50 ; for.exemption fre juries, $2; for e," the Peace, or ether judicial officer presiding at

"ugeesptinwnfrea militu duty-by law.
Sigued on bebaf of, the Seciety, such iquest, trial, or investigation, ceroifingRE ro Med. Socie that th evidence of scb Medical Practitioner

"E. of imporang reied to ravel evn er-t

iGÎiiý L.SincLIRM.j.,Secetay feews allowea4r alwayt v'emc ihrta
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tant, at such inquest, trial, or investigation, be
entitled to demand and to receive from the
Treasurer of the County, City, or Town where
such inquest, trial, or investigation was lield,
out of the funds in his hands in the County,
City, or Town Treasury, the sin of five dollars
for giving such professional evidence, together

with five dollars for each day's, or part of a
day's necessary attendance or detention during
the time such inquest, trial or investigation
vas held ; including among such days, the

time necessary for travelling from and to his

usual place of residence, to and from the place
where such inquest, trial or investigation was
beld ; and twenty-five cents for each mile of
distance so travelled." Provision, as you will
perceive, is made in the above for compensating
Medical men for giving evidence at investiga-
tions before Magistrates, which involve as
serious a responsibility and loss of time, as
attendance at the Superior Courts. I was
further desired to say -that by doing this act of
justice, you would earn the thanks of the whole
Medical Profession in Ontario. I have the
honor to be, Sir, Your most obedient servant,
THoxAs PYNE, Registrar, Secretary to Execu-
tive Committee College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Ontario.

Executivp Committee Room, Coll. Phys. and
Surgeons, Ont. Toronto, 27th January, 1876.

ON A READY METHOD OF ADMINISTERING
FLUIDs WHEN THE JAWS ARE FIRMLY CLOSED.-
Dr. Burrall in the New- York Medicol -Record,
Feb. 1876, says : A simple examination,
which any one can easily make of -his own
buccal cavity, will show that posterior to the
last molar teeth, when the jaws are closed,
is an opening bounded by the molars, the body
of the superior and the ramus of the infbrior
maxilla. If on either side the cheek is held
wëll' out from the jaw, a pocket or gutter is
formed, into which fluids 'may be poured, and
they will pass into the mouth through the
opening behind the molars, as well as through
the interstices betweèn the teeth. When in
the mouth they tend to create a disposition
to swallow, and by this method a considerable
quantity of liquid may be promptly given.

THE NEW YoRK ORTHOrMDic DaPENSARY
AND HOSPITAL.-A t the annual meeting of the
Board of Trustees of the New York Ortho-
podic Dispensary and Hospital, No. 12F East
Fifty-ninth Street, held on iMonday avening,
January 10th, the following Medical 3oard was
elected for the ensuing year: Consulting Sur-
geons, Drs. F. H. Hamilton, T. M. Markoe,
Henry B. Sands, Stephen Smith, and William
I. Van Buren; Consulting Physicians, Drs.

William H. Draper, A. Jacobi, and John T.'
Metcalfe; Consulting Orthopædic Surgeon, Dr.
C. Eayette Taylor; Consulting Oculist, Dr. C.
R. Agnew; Consultant on Nervous Diseases,
Dr. E. C. Seguin; Attending Surgeons, Drs.
Joln G. Curtis, George A. Peters, Thomas T.
Sabine, and Newton M. Shaffer ; OrthopSdic
Surgeon, Dr. Newton M. Shaffer; Assistant
Surgeons, Drs. S. A. Foster, George B. Packard,
and A. B. Judson.

LoNDON CABs.-The inconveniences of Lon-
don cabs a-e minor evils: a far more serious
objection to the popular Hansom is the fact
that the passenger is on a level with the horse's
head. The secretions of the animal's nostrils
are exceedingly apt to be blown directly into
the passenger's face, and it is not at all improb-
able that inany cases of intractable irritation
of the more exposed mucous membranes origin-
ate in this manner. But a much more danger-
ous disease sometimes results. Only a few
months ago a well-known member of the Stock
Exchange took glanders in this way, and only-
survived a few days. ' The case was seen both
by Dr. Munk and» Sir William Jenner, and
there was no doubt as to its nature. As diseased
horses are often driven in hackney carriages,
we would suggest that a screen should always
be placed in Ilansoms, just above the splash-
board.-Medical Examiner.

CANADIANS IN LoNDoN.-The following gen-
tlemen, graduates of Trinity College Medical
Schol, Toronto, were admitted members of
the Royal College of Surgeons, England,
on January 24th : McLarty, Colin, M.B., of-
St. Thomas, Ontario; Millman, Thomas, M.D.,,
Woodstock, Ontario.
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REMOVAL OF A WOUNDED KIDNEY.-M. Mar-

-vaud, Surgeon-Major in an Algerian regiment,
relates (Rev. de Méd. Militaire, October) the
ease of a young Arab woman who had been

severely wounded in the rig ht lumbar region
by means of a long knife or yataghan. The

instrument, cutting only on one edge, had
a thick back, and on withdrawing it the riglit
kidney was also drawn Out of the wound,
between the lips of which it remained strangu-
lated. There was considerable hemorrhage, but
this soon stopped. A silk ligatuie was -passed

around the pedicle of the extruded organ, and
at the end of some weeks the kidney was
separated-the patient continuing in ,good
health the whole time, and the secretion of

urine being normal. She was discharged per-
fectly well two months after admission.

MEDiCO-LEGAL ASPECTS OF A3ORTION.-Dr.
Leblonde (in Ann. de Gynecol., August, 1875)
has collected a series of eleven cases from which
he endeavours to prove the medico-legal value
of the integrity of the membranes in abortions
in the early months of pregnancy.

lis conclusions are thus stated:-
lst. When abortion occurs " en bloc "--i.e.,

the embryo is contained in the sound mem-
branes, which are unbroken-abortion is pro-

bably spontaneous, or at least has not been
produced by agents which determine the expul-

sion of the ovum without implicating the
membranes.

2d. When the membranes are ruptured, but
healthy, in all probability abortion has been
provoked.

3d. When the membranes present patho-
logical alterations, we can form no conclusion
from an examination of the expelled product,
though probably the abortion results from dis-
ease of the ovum, and that it is due to spontan-
eons production.- Obstetrical Journal of Great
Isritain.

PERsAL. -Dr., Buller, M.R.C.S.E., late

Residènt Surgeon, Royal London Opthalmic
Hospital, has located hnïself in Montreal, with
the intention of practising as an oculist, and
aurist.

CERATUM CHLORAL1. - Pavesi recommends
as a substitute for emp. diachylon co., and as
particularly appropriate for an antiseptic dress-
ing, the following cerate:-Emp. diachyl. co.,
100-0 ; glycerine pur., 10-0 ; chloral hydrate,
15-0 parts. The plaster is melted in a porcelain
dish by a gentle heat, removed from the fire,
and the glycerine and chloral hydrate mixed
intimately with it. The cei'ate may be shaped
into tablets or rolls. Spread upon linen it is of
a yellowish white colour, has a faint odour of
chloral, and is strongly adhesive. Pavesi re-
commends the introduction of this cerate into
hospitals, in which, in consequence of over-
filling, pyænia and similar affections are com-
mon. The plaster develops ozone, by which
the microscopic fungi which are to be considered
the cause of the maladies named are destroyed.
How far this at present depends on experience
or on theory is not evident. Pavesi is also of
opinion that by reason of its anæsthetic proper-
ties the cerate merits trial in rheumatism.

RADICAL CURE FOR PILEs.-Dr. A. B. Bowen,
writes in a recent number of The Record: " My
attention was * directed to the treatment for
nævus by hypodermie injection. From the
similarity cf the anatomical structure of noevas
to hæmorrhoidal tumours, I was induced to try
the remedy. In the latter I used carbolic acid
and 'ergot (fl. ext.) in equal parts, injecting
from ten to fifteen minims of the solution into
the spongy, vascular hSmorrhoidal tumour.
This was repeated about once a week for -five or
six times, when the tunour had entirely disap-
peared. I have tried this in several cases, and
it acts like a specific."

IT is generally understood in the insurance
offices of the United States that the average
length of life in that country is greater than in
England, as' slown by the Enghish tables; and

this accounts for what would be otherwise un-
explainable-the immense profits realized; by
the lifè-insurande' offices thei-e-the rates of

insurance being òhië1y baaed uj2on the 'English
tabular'estimates cf life-anotlier -proofoöf the
sniatnss cf our cousins across the Atlhntin.-
Medicèd Times aÙrd azátte.
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THE LOCALIsATION OF ARs1WIC IN TUE TISSUES

or PosONED ANIMLS.-M. Scolosuboff, of
Moscow, bas made numerous examinations of
the tissues of dogs, rabbits, and frogs, te which
ho bas given known quantities of arsenic in
their food. His experiments led him to the
conclusion that arsenic, so far from being loca-
lised in the muscles, is specially taken up by
the nervous tissue, and afterwards deposited,
first in the liver, then in the muscular tissue.
Ue therefore suggests that in cases of suspected
poisoning by arsenic, especially if acute, the ex-
pert should first of all examine the brain and
the liver.

AN unfortunate lunatic, who died in the
Prebetwitch Asylum a short time back, seems
(says the Standard) to have lived neither
wisely nor well. A post-mortem examination
led to the discovery of no fewer than 1841
articles in his stomach, viz , 1639 shoemaker's
sparables, 6 four-inch cut nails, 19 three-inch
cut nails, 8 two and a half-inch cut nails, 18
two-inch eut nails, 39 tacks, 5 brass nails, ·9
brass buttons, 20 pieces of buckles, 1 pin,
14 bits of glass, 10 small pebbles, 3 pieces
of string, 1 piece of leather three inches long,
1 piece of lead four inches long, 1 American
pegging awl-the total weighing 11 Ibs. 10 oz.

The Medical Preas gives an extract from the
diary of the late Mr. Mewburn:-

" The following statement from the fee-book
of Sir Astley Cooper is curious

"My receipt for the first year was 5i. 58.;
for the second, 261.; the third, 64L. ; the fourth
961. ; the fifth, 1001. ; the sixth, 2001. ; the
seventh, 400. ; the eighth, 6101.; the ninth
1,1001.

"In 1815 Sir Astley made 21,000L 1 ! A
Mr. Hyatt, an ancient merchant, gave him
1,000l. on recovery under bis care; and Mr.
Coles, of Mincing Lane, for a long course of

time gave him 6001. every Christmas."

ROTUNDA LYING-IN HOsPITAL, DUBLIN.-
Dr. Lombe A tthill bas been chosen Master of
tbis farAous institution, in place of Dr. George
Johnson, whose term of office had expired.

SYPRILITIC URETHRAh4 DISCHARGEs.-In "St.

George's Hospital Reports," Mr. Henry Lee
publishes a paper on this subject, and states
that urethral discharges may be due to syphi-
litie infection, and may be either primary or
secondary. (Our experience fully confirms Mr.
Lee's observation.) The following two cases
will suffice as a description: 1. A patient some
days after having exposed himself to infection
noticed a greyish discharge from lis urethra;
it was thick and resembled a solution of arrow-
root in water. There was little or no pain in
micturition, little or no swelling of the meatus
urinarius. After some days the mucous mem-
brane of the glars and the prepuce became at
some parts the seat of an adhesive infiltration,
which left, after some days, some induration.
The inguinal glands became affected, and some
weeks later symptoms of constitutional syphilis
showed themselves. 2. A syphilitic subject
married ; sexual excitement determined a slight
discharge from the urethra, accompanied or not
by an ulceration of the mucous membrane.
This discharge, Mr. Lee thinks, is contagious,
and can give syphilis. Hunter had, then, reason
to think that a urethral discharge could give
syphilis, although he was wrong in believing
that ordinary gonorrhSa was of a syphilitic
nature.

DIED, at Christiania, Norway, on the 10th
of December last, Dr. Wilhelm Boeck, well
known by bis. peculiar views in regard to the
treatment of syphilis by syphilization. He
had many friends, but made few, if any,
converts to bis practice.

FRANCIS SIMONDS SCovIL, of St. John, New
Brunswick, has been admitted Member of the
Royal College of Surgeons, London, England.

BIRTHS.
At Forest, on the 18th inst., the wife of Alexander

Scott, M.RU, of a son.
At Churchill, Co. Simcoe, on Saturday, the 29th of

January, the wife of Dr. R. Lund of a son.
In Stratford, on the 14th inst., the wife of Mr.

J. Hanavan, M. B., of a son.
DEATH5.

At his mother's résidence, No. 32 Calton Steet,
Feb. Ilth, 1876, J. C. McArthur, M.D.,aged 2.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Manufacturing Pharmaci st,
IMPORTER OF

DRUGS, CHEMICALS, PHYSICIANS' SUPPLIES, &c.

TOP9 ONqTO.

The following list of instruments includes, besides his own Stock, that of other houses in Toronto, which
can be obtained if desired. It is advisable that the money should be sent with the order, a charge of twenty-
five cents being made by the Express Company for collecting on delivery. Give fuil particulars of the
instrument required, with a sketch, however rough, so as to avoid mistakes as annoying to the sender. as
receiver.

ENGLISH OR AMERICAN INSTRUMENTS

Imported if required, at smaall commission. Write for fuil particulars if necessar y.

:o:

Aspirator (Tiemann's).................
Amputating Case. (10 instruments)..........2
Bistouries, Probe and Sharp.............
Blunt Hook .........................
Bougies, G. E........ ...............
Catheters, Plated ........................

" Fem................
"4ý "i Combination ..........

Caustic Holders, Ebony................
Cotton Bandaging, three inch, per yard ....
Dissecting Cases, 6 knives..............

c " & 4 ...................
Elastic Stockings; pair ...................
Enemas, from........................
Forceps, Liston's Art'y ................

" Bone, 8-incli ............. 
Bulldog.. .. ........ .... ;...........
Midwifery, Barnes'.............

" " Clark's ..............
Robertson's ...........
Elliot's .......... ....
Simpson's .........
Chnrchill's .............

" Hodge's.............
Roberton's ............

" Polypus...........................
Tooth......................75c. and

Knives, 4 blades .................. ..
Gum Lancet, 2 straight and 1 eurved . . ...
Lancets-Abscess .................... ..

Bleeding .... .................
Gum.......................

Larynzgoscop. ..................
Lithotrite ...... ....... . .... . .. .... .
Magnet Machines .. .. .. ....... 6 50, 7 80 an4d
Needles, Strigbt, Curved, or.half-curved, doz
Perforator,Demnan's. ... x......

3 00
2 00
0 75
1 15
0 20
1 00
0 75
2 25
0 50
0 11
6 00
5 00
3 00
o 60
1 00
2 00
0 06

3 00
4 00

5 25
3 50
7 00

1 75
2 50

0 60
0 50
0 75
6 30

22 O0
10 75
0 60
1 50

Pessaries, Rewitt's... ...... ... ... $0 50
Hoffman's.. ............... 1 40

" Inflatin(, Oval and Round....... 0 65
Inflators for do ................ 050
" odge's ...................... 0 70

i Pocket Cases ........... 13 50, 19 80,'and 27 30
Poroplastic.Sheeting for Splints.........lb 2 30
Physicians' Med. Cases, Leather.

16 22drm. Vials ................. l 25
20,Vias, $1 50 ; 24 ............. 1 75

Spray Producers, Steam ................... 6 00
"g g" Boston- ................. 2 50

Scissors, Curved, 80c.; Tonsil.............. 2 50
Elbow....................;.. 1 10
Probing ....................... 0 90

Speculum, Glass ......................... 0 75
" Bivalve .. .... ..... ... :. ....... .6 '20

Duckbill, improved ............ 4 75
Stomach Pump .................. 7 00 and 9 25
Stethoscopes, Cedar .......... .... 050

Ebony.;....;..... 1 25
Camman's Binaural ......... '. 7 00

Suture Silk (Spool)....................:...0 60
Tenaculum............................. 1.00
Tooth Keys ....... ................ 2 25
Sea Tangle Tents, doz..................... 1 25
Tongue Depressor, Codman's................ 150
Tourniquet ........................... . 1 35
Tracheot. Tubes....... .......... 2 .10 and 2 50
Trocar, Hydrocele.......................1 35

Ascites......... . 1 7É
Abdom.................... .;. ,2:20
Cur-ved......................... 3 3-5

'Tonsil Guilotine ................ 10 50
Thermometers, self-register. 2 50
Vaccinator, Codman's....... .............. 3 50

Ar Agentfor SHEPPARD & DUDLEY, TIEMATN & 0,nd CODMA
SHUTLEFF.

Corâer of Yonge andi Queen Streets,


